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infantry attack; and again I must
say that the courage and steadiness displayed
by our men was truly wonderful. Every one
seemed to act as if not only his own reputa-
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The Portland Daily Press in published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at *6,00 per year in advance.
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Advertising:

Transient Advertisements, *1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding throe, aud not
more than one week, *1.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
•1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
*2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, *1.50 per square for first week,
•1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
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Barker, Prophet.
A. L. Lane, Address to the Free.
In the evening, an oration will be delivered
at the Baptist Church, before the Literary Societies, by James B. Angeil, editor of the Providence Journal, to be followed by a poem by
Park Benjamin of New York.
On Wednesday, 13th, will occur the regular
exercises of the graduating class, which num-

Gen. Davidson aud Col. Mason were both
prostrated by sun-stroke and carried to the

bers 25 members.

rear.
The plain was crowded with marching
columns, and chaos seemed everywhere. At
length we were formed in the woods behind
the plain, in two lines of columns, closed in

Six members of this class

enlisting

took out

papers immediately after
examination and have been in the recruiting
service since.

enemy as
upon the
plain. This was known to many officers, and
they exulted in the prospect of an opportunity
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Fainting*

and

FRAMES.

Looking Glasses.

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.
A

large assortment

making their coffee or bathing
just adjacent, when suddenly burst
field batteries the most appalling fire

an

enfilade lire of shot and shell

upon us, lasting over an hour.
The 25th N, Y. broke and ran in the wildest
confusion; the other regiments threw themselves flat; the artillery was hurried off to the
rear, with the exception of one gun of Mott's,
which was dismounted, and four caissons that
afterward blown up.
Gen. Smith, who was dressing at the time,
lost all his personal effects.
Many horses and
were

men were

disabled.

All could

not but be af-

fected at the distress of the female inhabitants
of the house, upon which the hottest fire was

directed, as

their

husbands and father were

killed before their eyes.
Hancock's and Brooks*
to the rear at a double
no

orders to follow, and

Brigades now' went
quick: ours received
we prepared ourselves I

of Oval,

ROSEWOOD
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Commercial Street,.
eounting-rooin of the Daily Prow
and Maine State Press, head of first flight of stairs,
will be promptly attended to.

L. DAVIS,

June 23. 1862.

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

Has removed his stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pittirf Framrs, Paper Hainan Fairy Ms, if., it.,

And its capacity and facilities for doing work
style are equal to any in the C'lty or State.

Express
be in

July 17,1862.

Framing,
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at

the

MEDICINES,

STEAM

POWER

our

Catalogue,

Gilt. Walnut, Ebony and
ou

hand.

R. J. D. LARRABEE k CO.,
No. 09 Exchange Street.

June 23,

18«2._

tf

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay,
service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widow* and llcirs, from the United States Government, ou application in persou or
by letter to

FOR

llRADFORD &

IIAR.MO\,

No. 88 Exchange St., Portland, Maine.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
prompt nessand despatch, and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z.

Portland, June 20tli.

K.

HARMON.
d&wtf.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

THE

PORTLAND, ME.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

SEAVET.

Physicians

and Families supplied with Medicines and
Oa-esrenew’cd and vials refilled.

books.

Soap Stone,

Carner sf Penrl and Federal Sts*.

above store by

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

STREET,

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
AN# EVERY DESCRIPTION OF lAfHIYERY,
Steam

Valves, Pip*** and Connections,
sale or Retail.

Cocks,

AND

STEAM

Whole-

GAS FITTING,

Done jn the beat

Second. Floor,

manner.

Works 6 Union St., and 233 ft 235 Fore St.,
jnMdtf
PORTLAND, UK.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HANSO 1ST,

JOB PRINTING!

ORNAMENTAL

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
CF" Orders solicited.
jefln—3m

L. J. CROSS,
141

Middle Street.

Portland, Me.

Watch-Maker,
fUrnished with all the aptheir assortment of

N. B.—All work being promptly and person,
ally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satis,

j«*23tf

faction.

DOLE

Book and

Fancy Types,

A

MOODY,

hope,

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M- PLUMMER.
886, Washington 8t., Bath.

•.•Terms fl
boose.
Beth. June 28,

has now
to show
satisfaction and actually is the
gives
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step iu advance of all others in
the Spring fin! department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,’ aud yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facilito the iuvalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

HENRY M.

Jull—d&w3ni8

8AOADAHOCK HOUSE,

remaie

fill THE City

(•pffl'l from the

LADIES, and is the very best
thing known for the purpose, as it
will bring on the WORTHly sickness
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of tho kind have been fried
in vain.
SyOver 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a single failure when taken as directed, aud without the least injury to health in any
simile

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
('ompauy a large tract of laud in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the nourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for funning and manufacturing purposes,

and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscriber* in shares of $20 each.
Maps, with full in format ion, can be had by calling on

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
June 23.
dtf

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

adapted

TESTIMONIALS
House,
Commercial
introduced

Having

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with full directions
nsing, and sent by express, closely seated, to all
parts of the country.
Prices.—Full strength, 210; Half Strength, 25;
Quarter Strength, 23 per bottle.
ty Remember! This nnslicine is designed ex-

7 MILK STREET.

Every Delicacy

fully equal

if

not

THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

hoart.
TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAT AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT aad all klada of GAME

rr*BEWARE OF IMITATIONS! Neie genuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of I)r. M.
at hi- REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 2S Union Street, Providence, R. I.
tyriiis speriolity embraces all disease* of a private nature both of 31EN and WOMEN, by a
reguphvsiciait of twenty years' practice,
larly educated
givfng his whole attention to them.
ty Consultations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be seut bv Express,
secure from observation, to all part* of tne United
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing tor a secure and quiet Retreat, with

Served to order.
TINE

APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

^M~ Frogi Served to Order. -MX.

good

care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
huudrixi thousand dollar* are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New Kuglanu alone, without any
benefit to those'who pay it. 31«**t of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are th2 least able to lose
it, but ouce paid they can never get it back, and they
are conqielled to suffer the wrong in silence, not daring to ex{Mtse tho cheat tor f#*ar of rrptsing them*■ /ef *.
All this comes from trusting, without
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
aud skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagant assertions, in praise of
them.*e/res.
If. therefore, you would avoid
humbugged, take no man’s Word. no matter what his
but MAKE INQUIRY':—it will cost
are.
professions
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
in nine cases out of ten are
advertising
bogus, there is *no safety in trusting any ctf them, uulc— yon know wht> and irAaf they are.
ry Dr. M. will send free, by enclosing one stamp
a* above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOMEN,
and on Private Intense*
giving most fhll
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonies, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ary corfi- !

inquiry,

physicians,

generally;

1

tyOrders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. N. 31 attie«*N, as above.
d&w2m
June 23.

*.* Meal! to RaocLAR Boarder* at Reduced Rater.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. aad from I tel
o’clock.
Je28edtf
aMnaaa

_INSURANCE.
BATH

UNDER THE SAUADAHOCK HOUSB.
FRONT STREET.
President and Director* of the Bath Mataal
Marine lnvurance Company give notice that thrir

OFFICE

THE
<

apital

Stock

amount,

Hav ing become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bod Bottom," 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerftillv recommend them to the public.
Du. N. U. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Mr. I). K. Frohock has furnished the beds in mv
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," anil
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. 11. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
lust three weeks, nnd must say it far sm passes anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
bad no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
KEY. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 18*52.

And that
are prepared to make
mutual principle, mgaiust marine risks,

they

Billets A Circular* in Every Variety of Type.

G. E. R. Patten.
E. K. Harding,
J. p. More#.
David Patten,
8. A. Houghton,
J. C. Jameson.
E. K. HARDING, Prendent,
L C. HYDE, .Secretary.
Bath, July 3, Htt.

!

Agent of the following First Clam Invuranee Co“»:
National lararaace Coapaiy,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus. *600,000.

Republic

Fire Insurance

Of New York.

Cash

Company,

Capital and Surplus.

*312.000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, *160.000.

Eqnitable

Fire aad Marine In*. Co.,
Of Providence.
PRRrat T Srccuitt. which ought alway. to be tha
*r«f (»«jidrrafioa in cOSctlng Insurance, ia here ofj
fered to Iho public, at the /meet ratrs qf premium

j

adopted by $<mmd and reeponribie cumpauie*.
Otllce in “Boyd’. Buildiug,” oppoaite PM Offlae.
dkwtf

-PREPARED BY-

L.

TITCOMB,

H.

JEWELRY9

373 Congress Street,

SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS, CUPS. BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,

CURES .l)y*w*|»ia,

I

BANK CHECKS, NOTES. AND BILLS OF LADING.

SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES,

Portland, Me*

P O 11 T I. A N D

Mutual Fire Insurance

RELIEVES.Constipation aud Headache,
STRENGTHENS tlio Nervous System.
lm
July 1, 18B2.

WHEN DESIRED.

Health and Strength
PLATED TEA SETS. CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, A SPOONS.

Policies Printed and Bound
Insurance Companies.

lor

Deeds, Law Briefs,
And other

Equity Cases,

LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispatch.

Shell and Horn Combs, Fans, Canes, Accordeons
Wallets, Card Cases, Table aud Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, aud Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
Lubin's Extracts; CLOCKS.
Quadrants, Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors’
Compasses, Gunter’s Scales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments,
Laud Chaius, Thermometers, Linen Proven, Opera
Glasses.

aud Mariners’

Charts, Bowditch's Navigator, Blunt’s Coast Pilot
Almanacs, Sumner’s Method, Ship Master’s
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Frieud or Manual,
Ship Master's Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, Ac., Ac.

Nautical

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,

Watches and Jewelry Repaired*
CHRONOMETERS,

HPTime

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

REPAIRED

determined

by

AND

Portland, June 23, 1862.

House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Elniwoou House, Waterville.

Our

Styles

arc

RATED.

transit
d’JtawA wtf

TENEMENTS WANTED.
WANTED—Convenient tenements for tbo
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of the Post Office. Rent not to
exceed from S150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or
at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

a

unsurpassed.

Secured,

BY THE l’BE OF THE

GREAT

SPRING

AND

SUMMER

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Wanted,

AXU

ALL

Portland, June 26,1862.

SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
13 years old, who is used to the business.
For further information iuquiro at
326 CONGRESS STREET.
ju!8—2wd

4

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
daw

All policies upon which six premiums hare bean
! paid, are renewed annually free of premium to tbs
i policy holder.
Those* desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
Oflre

102 Middle Street,

CHARLES HOLDEN, Prttidmt.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
Juno 23.

eodSra

Notirr of Forwlosure.
Freeman Whitney, late of Portland,
in the Couuty of runibcrland. ou the sixteenth
ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
i day of March, 1866. conveyed to Jairns K King, of
Port laud, in fee and in mortgage, a certain tract or
of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry. Yellow
of land, situated iu l*ortland aforesaid, and
parcel
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning on the WestMandrake. Dandelion, ftc., all of which are so comline
of Hanover Street, tlurtv-nine feet front the
erly
assist
Nature in 1
pounded as to act in concert, and
northerly coruer of the lot said Whitney purchased
eradicating disease.
of
F. Dyer, by deed dated Nor. 23. 1863—
Robert
is
moot
wonderful—it
The effect of this medicine
thence southerly ou the line of said street, thirty-ono
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
feet—and from these two points running westerly,
the
all obstructions from
internal organs, stimulating
keeping the even width of thirty-one feet, niuety.
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
eight feet more or less, to the land of the Larrabee
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
heirs, as appears by the records of said deed in the
ami causing it to course through every part of the
Cumberland County Record, in Book 261 page 253:
body ; restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
And whereas the said Jaims K. King, on tin* third
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Comof July, 1862. bv his deed of that date, assigued
day
main
that
wheel
of
so
Jaundisease*.
plaint,
many
and
transferred said mortgage and said property to
dance iu its worst forms, all Billious Diseases and
Elita L. Whitney of said Portland, as appears br tha
foul stomach.
Costiveness, all kinds of HuDyspepsia.
record
of said deed, iu the Cumberland Records, in
mors. Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness, Piles, HeartBook 814 page 82: And whereas, the condition of said
burn, Weakness. Pain* in the side and bowels, Flatumortgage nas been broken. I, Eliia L. Whitner, aslency, Loss of appetite, aud a toroid or diseased Livsignee of said mortgage, hereby claim a foreclosure
er. a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
of the same for breach of the condition, according to
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
Spring
the statute in such case provided.
have been cored bv this
More than 20,000
persona
ELIZA L. WHITNEY.
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
Portland, July 14. 1862.
w3w4
everywhere. Trv it aud you will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 aud 33 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to
CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
GEO. C. GOODWIN ft CO.. Boston.
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Dr.

Langley’s

WHEREAS

COMPOSED

junc21d4m

Trout & other
A

Fishing Tackle.

Lso, Gums, Rifles. Revolvers. Cutlery and

Sportino Goods
Repairing and Stencil

J\

Keut’s Hill.

on
com*

as

pany.

MEDICINE,

anply

SHOP

Company.

Company continue to lusure property
terms
THIS
favorable
those of any reliable
as

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaint* ft Bilious Ferera,

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Jull7d3m

II8UIARcT

APOTHECARY,

Lewistou

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Uevere House, Vassal boro,
llallovvell House, Hallowcil.
China Mouse, China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cuslmoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Bovs' Boarding School,

PlIICTOM:

We, Drummond,
8»m‘l I. Robinson,
Arthur Sewall.
U'wii Hlackmer,

_jddm

MOODY.

-AND—

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public

Exchange, Bangor.
House, Bangor.
Skowhegau House, Skowhegau.

tha

PORTLAND. ME

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

aonaoa-

Pcnobsot
Frauklin

on

exceeding

$10,000 iD any Oie Risk.
John Patten,
Oliver Moses.
M. F. iiannett,
J. kl. McLellan,
Jas. F. Pattcu,

June 21.

expectations,

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now in use.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
K*v. E. HAWES.

not

DEALER IN

pleasure

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
and is fully up to your higfi recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepiug apartments.
AI STAPLES,
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

to

$200,000insurance
;

WARREN SPARROW,
err. of lickaag. It.

Atar Custom Boast lad Post Office, Portlaad, Maine,

N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

speak

MUTUAL

Marine Insurance Company.

OSee 74 Middle,

EXCHANGE STREET.

better than the best.

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any ami all othere w e hav e ever
used. Our guests
of them In the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keejiers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin & sox,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12, 1668.

of the Season

Served up at all

eodtf

72

PORTLAND. ME.

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

PoliTLAM), Mk.

DILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

milee

SI&IGO EATIRG ROUSE,
No.

pressly tor Obstinate Case*, which all other remedies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will be refunded.

:

the "Anderson Spring lb d Bottom" into mv house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. 1 am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson

the healthiest

of

one

Kennebec, twelve

T^e

for

EDWARD P. BANKS,

Portland. .Tune 16. 1862.

Bath b

on

Sagadahoc* is one of the finest, most spaclous, and best appointed Hotels in the Stmte, located
within three minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, ke., being directly in the business centre of the City.
Term Moderate kg tkr Week or
Day.
Bath, Juno 23. 1863.
dtf

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

June 23.

of

sen, and affords one of the most
from the dost and turmoil of onr

case.

DERCK WHATEVER.

Proprietor.

Alft-ed Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

Medicine.
virtues unknown of any;

cejeoraiea

BRACKETT,

FIRE

rKAMCLIN C

fitf

OPEN tor Genteel Boarder*—three mile*
from Portland-within thirty rods of the
< >cean—with
good opportunities for fishing,
’•'•-bathing and water excursion.. A Steftmcr ran. from Portland
daily. Experienced
itmcu in xttendxne.
Jett*3w

merchants,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

St Able connected

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

FLOUB, COBN AND PBODUOE,
Business Cards of Every Variety,
Style and Cost.

day.

1862._

GENERAL

desirable mechanical arrangement
been in
THIS
sufficient length of time
that it
entire

per

with

being

PAINTER,

The Proprietors of the Portland Daily Pre**
respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, ever}' description of

BOOK AND

AND

lurni.hed thi. wall-known home anew, aad b
better than ever prepared to wait upon hfa es«by Mriet attention to their want*
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. o. MAYO
Pamsdnmkeag, June 28,1863.
dAwtf
now

tomrra. and

thing else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married ahd

Work.

jc23tf
For sale

ms

SILVERSMITH.

Free Stone,

U

MATTISOV8 INDIAN KMMEXAGOGUE.

POMcning

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

Dr.

R. TIIOHPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

no tine**

public generally, that during the temporary
_compulsory >u.peo«ion of his baalaem ha

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

Portland, Me.

Ivl arble

good

N. A. FOSTER & CO.

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

as

in

lalMcriber would very respeetfally anto hi. numeron. friend., ana tbo

TH F.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle).
Portland.

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23, 18*3.
tf

J.

EXCHANGE STREET,

and Picture

AND

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
FASBADHMKEAG, MAINE.

sanity
cured.

jfjv Manufactuilng Jeweler,

gy The office is supplied with _iE3

ADAMS, Proprietor.

CENTRAL HOUSE,

Hughes has

by

W.TI. H. H. HATCH,
141 Middle Street.

S. II. COLESWORTHY,

CHAS. H.
Je23—3m

for a
his attention to
years
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mUd,
and there is uo interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constaut attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
In all cast’s. Separate rooms, so that no one will he
seeu bnt the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a fhw hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, hut
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can he caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
had habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which are pain and dizziness’in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, arc speedily and permanently

Partlaad. Me.
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any one on that field had ever been submitted
to. The rebels had discovered our whole position by means of a deserter, got our range,
and

on
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Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirror*; Gilt,
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and Square, for Engraving* and Photographs, at low
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from six

Sugar Refinery,

Commission
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(arm house near, and the tired soldiers
stretched in sleep under every avaiiihle

shade,
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proved modern machinery, and

MATERIALS,
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mond press, saved us from annihilation. Now
a short rest was vouchsafed us, and half the

generals

PORTLAND,

terms.

Their Establishment is

After several hours of drowsy tramping, only
j prices and warranted satisfactory.
guided in our course by an occasional candle
at the roadside, we arrived at the
JUST RECEIVED,
bridge over
White Oak Swamp. Here was another delay;
A very choice collection of Fine
Engravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any
but at dawn we marched over, followed by
who may call.
thousands of stragglers and the cavalry rear
Our Assortment of Artists' Materials
guard.
I" very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
During this night's marcli we hnd passed the | such
as Winsor ft Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
enemy in strong force not a mile and a half ; Brushes, Drawing Paper*. Pencils, Crayons, Oils and
Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
distant, and only the incomparable stupidity of Varnishes.
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
one of their generals, a stupidity that I sec
largest and best selected in the State, and we ofj the
fer the itest inducements to dealers and
has already received the censures of the Richphotograperv,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

the

Job Work,
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packed,

Plain and

WARE,

Dealers in

ORNAMENTAL

drenching
in, and still
marched on in the intense darkness.
The head of our column w as delayed, and
Sedgwick and Richardson passed. The road

safe from immmediate pursuit, in the direction
of the Chickahominy.
The artillery was

establishment in the

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

Binding
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Gen. Brooks came riding along, his wounded
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WAREj
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they pressed eagerly to the front, and I
heard the murmur, •‘Cold steel, cold steel,”
ran through the ranks.
We arrived upon the

seeking
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Many stragglers fell in with us: the men
reechoed the cheers of those already engaged,

of those

by

GLASS

tion.

in

concert

a

ME.

GRANITE 8T0RKS.COMMERCIAL STREET,

DAILY

PA PER HANGING

-A SI)-

behind us the usual sounds of battle. We
faced about and moved, in the darkening twi-

no

over

(Opposite

Crockery Ware, China,

strongholds. They
coming
brigade after brigade was ordered to the
rear.
At length our turn came.
As we had halted to rest, a mile from Savage
Station, and as the men were supplying themselves with bran new clothing from a deserted
-clothing depot, the ball opened and we heard

omloeo/l

the office

the office of the

Fox Block,

up,

atari

Leavitt,

N. B

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,
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not
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The Germania Band of Boston will furnish

te wipe out the disgrace of the retreat, and to
drive the triumphant columns of the enemy

loir

CUSHING,

''Wholesale

graduates.

posted, upon the
fairly debouched

field just as the enemy made his closing effort,
but the fortunes of the day were already de-

8r

FOSTER

dtf

company of 42 men already enlisted, which
he intends to lead into the field as soon as he

there

in solid column toward the scene of

58 Exchauge Street.

PORTLAND,

a

mass, aud it is said to have been the intention
of old Sumner to hurl the whole thirty thous-

light,

c.H.BRXED.

—AND—

can

their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIES will tina it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be tucen
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

HOUSE,

BANGOR, MR.,
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rooms,
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BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,
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dust filled the air.

back to their

Cash

Has been removed from

the

G. A. Gilford, Orator.
Lunt, Poet.
-Whitman, Odist.

hospitals, filled with
sick, and saw heaps of ammunition and stores of all descriptions prepared for
the flames. The heat was intense, and the

he had

at

Gussettings,

-AND-

ROOM

G. L.

the extensive

as

by N.

oration and poem, and other usual exercises
of the occasion, by the following persons:

wounded and

infantry

poem

Elastic

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

EXCHANGE ST.

an

appearance, we resumed our march and reached
Savage Station in the afternoon. Here we

and

a

chapel commencing at 8 o'clock.
‘•Class Day” will tie celebrated the present
year for the first time at this institution, and
the forenoon of Tuesday will be occupied by

On the march from Goldings, at dawn, Sunday the 29th, we passed pile after pile of commissary stores that were slowly blazing, and
arriving at the Trent House, took a position
and waited for the enemy. He not making hie

soon

for

amination of candidates for admission to col-

whitln

passed

Litchfield, and

Sunday evening, 10th. there will be a sermon
before the Boardman Missionary Society, by
Rev. Dr. Shepherd of Bangor.
Monday evening, 11th, there will be a prize
declamation by the junior class.
Tuesday evening, 12th. there will be an ex-

Headquarters 7th Me. Voi.s. i
Camp near Harrison's Landing, >
July 11, 18K2. >
It must be remembered that in operations
covering such an extent of ground, and in continuous battles of eight days, the part seen by
one person, or that borne by one division of
the army, bears but a small proportion to the

E sta/blish.meirt

to
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50 and
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—

AND FINDINGS,
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Portland, June 23, 18G2.
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MEDICAL.
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of every variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better bargains iu quality and prices,
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Waterville, July 23, 1862.
To the Editors of the Portland Press:

transacted

THE

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and huff, Cold Pens, Steel Vena, flee., flfcc. Ev-

obliged to go the “longest way
avoid being cut off by the enemy.

letter from Waterville.

every description executed

business

or

We make to order

corner

AND DEALERS IN

distances to bo

*

Middle,

Fashionable

by Bauks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Ho*
tels, Steamboats, Factories aud Countiug Houses.

must

jy*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evemorning to 9 in the

NOYES,

and Church Collectors Books.

and were often

should be directed to the “Editors

Job Printing of

the

lie bore in mind that we were
the extreme right of the army, and had to be
swung round on a circle of over thirty miles,

vance.

7 o'clock in the

by
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REMOVAL!
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To explain those long marches, which hard-
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ery article at lowest rates.

this much of ten hours without rest, the Seventh lost not a single straggler.

State
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BUSINESS CARDS.
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and at ten o’clock

(.'apt, Ayers sullenly
man had departed.
On, on through
the dust and heat and darkness we pushed; on
without delays, till 8 o’clock the next (Tuesday) morning, found us not far from the James
river, and the wearied soldiers threw themselves on the ground far an hour’s sleep. In

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements

BOOKS

position in the woods behind us, and slowly and
defiantly we marched back, the 7th bringing
up the rear; and soon our pickets joined us
in our new position.
Now the battle began to rage fiercely on our
left, and we were without further molestation,
except an occasional skirmish fire. At dark,
the battle of “White Oak Swamp” was over,
resumed our march,
firing at the euemy till

JULY 26, 1862.
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charge
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State,
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For Representatives to Congress,
Third District .JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fifth District. .FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.

I

Senators,

.ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
ron stock
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON 8. TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsontfield.
..

For

had said in the Senate that

160,000

For County Treasurers,

BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

Aroottook... SAM L

For K©(tl.U'r» of Deed.,
Aroottook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern Patriot,
J. g. A. BARTON. Southern District.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

CvagreMional Convention.
FIRST DISTRICT.
The Republicans, and all other citizens of the First
Congressional District, who support the State and
National Administrations, are requested to nun-t in
convention at the City Hall, in Portland, on Tuesday, the 12th day of’Angust next, at 11 o’clcok, A.
M., for the purpose of nominating a candidate to represent the district in the 88th Congress.
will be as follows: Each
The basis of
city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and to
one additional delegate for every seventy-five votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor in

representation

_

The Committee will be in session at the Citv Hall,
Portland, on the morning of the Convention, at
10, A. M., to receive credentials.
John Lynch,
Nath’l G. Marshall,
J. A. Waterman,
Sewall N. Gross,
Daniel Stinson,
John D. Lincoln,
Geo. II. Knowlton,
Republican District Committee.
in

July 16,1862.

Reprieved, but only for a Day.
Reader, have you ever experienced the emotions of one, who, on retiring for the night,
makes his Will, kisses his wife and baby, bids
farewell to all sublunary things, wraps around
himself “the drapery of his couch,” and lies
down,—not “to pleasant dreams,” but—in expectation of awakeuing in the morning, to find
himself a head shorter, and his body in the
hands of the undertaker,— but who actually

AU> Cl

MIC

ui>n,

ai

death-warrant, whetting his knife, arranging
his apparatus, rolling up his sleeves, and making all needful arrangements to prevent defilement from the blood of his victim—after a sus-

haring

a French name, used in the early
dawn to shorten the French population, and

ment with

face,

with all its blemishes and home-

ly features; and our head was in its customary
place. The bed revealed no stains of blood, as
though “murder most foul’’ had been committed. Respiration was not difficult; but then,
to stop the life-current, and how many
heads it had severed without leaving a crimstain upon its lustrous surface? Indeed
we did; and not till we had spit, coughed,

son

sneezed,

and

performed

divers other similar

cachinnations could we feel

glittering steel
“joints and marrow,”
the

fully assured
separated

that

had not
or

the

that our head would

not roll from the shoulders which had

long

upheld it? We

had read in story and in fable,
of the headsman so expert that his work was

he would find it severed at the neck, and done
so scientifically as not to interrupt either the
circulation of the blood,
the mind. Is it strange,

or

the

then,

operations

of

that we doubt-

ed our consciousness, or that we refused to be
satisfied in the absence of the most feeling

preserved; preserved, it is
true, only for sacrifice; but still preserved in
the best of spirits, equal to the best Catawba:
and we have improved the brief respite in making preparation for the fate that brooks no
longer delay. At six this morning the curtain

hope

friend of ours—if we

no

leave

a

he acts

yesterday,
public duty.

only

in fulfilment of

“The “chronic

a

great

complaints”

to

which he has

feelingly alluded, allow him no
rest while that duty remains unperformed. We
deeply sympathize with him. His most “chronic complaint” is, doubtless, a disease of the.
heart! It drove him from the Argus in days

I

learn from his own pen; it drove !
him to seek rest amid the vine-clad hills of the
we

as

Hoosier prairies; it drove him into the Cincinnati Enquirer; it drove him from the west-

Porkopolis; it drove him to prefer Breckinridge because of the excellence of his platform, and it has driven him to Portland. It is i
compelling him to remove mountains, to build |
ern

railroads, and to give such matchless exhibi- I
er

-journalism

seen.

requiring
ence

At

It
a

imposes

as ine worm nan

upon him

giant's energies.

he has slain

mighty

Under it« influ-

his hecatombs of

and done it with all the

nev-

works

I'l

victims,

zeal, and fervor, and

inexperienced

times,

iiii.-i

inn

ii,

tunuiu

recently

martin"

called for

by

issues now before the country, and determined to do their part in the salvation of the

tant

Union.

meeting,

I

understand,

several volunteers enrolled their names, and it
is thought that a few days only will fill up the
number

of this town.

required
Gray, July 24, 1NG2.

E»,»»

town

meeting
24,1882, a vote, w ithout
w as passed to furnish the

held in
one

Durham, July
dissenting voice,

volunteers necessary
till up the quota of the town, with one hundred dollars each over aud above all bounties
ottered by government.
to

The Selectmen were authorized by vote to
by loan the sum of eighteen hundred and

raise

lifty

dollars for the payment of the above-mentioned bounty.
zens

Mr.

who has enlisted in the service of his
country
His remarks were received with patriotic en-

Ixtys

For the

citizens,

which shows that the

Daily

press.

Fort (forge*.
A writer in the

Advertiser, in an article opthe construction of Fort Gorges, says:
“Fort Gorges is a great humbug, and the
sooner the Government stops work upon it the
better for the country.” * "It seems strange
to me that such a spot was ever selected to
build a fort on. And the more the subject is
discussed, the more absurd it will appear to all
who have any knowledge of sue h matters.”
With a person who seems to have a better
posing

knowledge

of maritime defences tliau the offi-

of the United States army, I do not propose now to discuss this matter of the construction of Fort Gorges; but I desire to an-

cers

swer

his cut and thrust

article in a

Yankee

by asking him some questions, to wit:
Supposing your two Monitors are built and
placed in our harbor, as you projiose. and sup->
posing, also, your fort on Hangs Island is built
(both very proper as parts of a system of defence) what would the two or four guns of
your Monitor do or your fort on Hangs Island,
if our city was attacked, not by oue or two
ships, but by ten or more ?—could not a part
of the fleet dp as ours has lately done on the
Mississippi, run by your outer line of defence
and open upon our city from the upper harbor?
Or could they not come in through Hussey's
Sound, unharmed by a fort on Hangs Island
and, without Fort Gorges, proceed up to our
manner,

calibre that will

sense of conscious duty that ever animated
the old crusaders in their efforts to rescue the
holy sepulchre from the hands of the turlmned

Mussulman.

scarcely

Profane annals furnish no exact
counterpart of his “chronic complaint.” The
only fitting parallel is found in sacred story .in
tlie case of the

spirit

places seeking

rest

that “walked

and finding

through dry

none.”

How

terrible is his mission! How sad and hopeless
the fate of those who stand in the way of
his kindled wrath! With the breath of his lips

slays his enemies! With the hash of a
goosequill he blots them out forever, and—
but stop! The cracked bell on the First Parish

he

the hour of six: that our time has
The door opens. The executioner enters,—in his hand a blade of burnished steel—
from his nostrils proceeding jets of tire and
announces

come!

!

knows

a

carbine from

a

crowbar, and

whose muscles have

no more

icicle.

would do once.

Such

things

toughness than

obliged to put up with them;
cessity now exists.

but

no

We

an

were

such

ne-

ZW" The St. Louis News says there is the
most encouraging reason lor believing that the
j four regiments called for by the government
; from Missouri, will la; raised without difficulty,
j The most popular leaders have entered the
field, and thrown their whole souls into the

Mr. Editor:

w-ork.

The town of Porter voted unanimously to
day to pay a bounty of $100 to each volunteer
Z"W“ Elias Howe of Bridgeport, inventor of
| required to fill tip its quota for the new rcgi- the sewing machine, and one of the wealthiest
men of Connecticut, alter giving $200(1 to the
| ments. Our boys will be at their posts with- ! enlistment
fund, has enlisted liimselt uncondiout delay.
tionally, and announced that he will not procure a substitute.
S.
Porter, July 22,1862.

’A Methodist minister in Boston flic
ot her day. in urging his hearers to enlist said,
enlist now ; after you recieve the lienedicvapor. That right hand is raised; it descends 1 "I'll
tion, that will be proper time to enrol yourwith a crash; a caved head, a cloven trunk,
lie did it
i selves under your country's flag."
a struggle, a
gasp, and all is over! Beautiful I too, and speedily found his name at the head
I ol' sixteen men.
world, adieu!

lion, calm in the midst of danger, he honors
the office he holds. Co). Seammon now tills
the office held by the lamented Heath, who fell

a

at

the battle of Gaines’ Hill.

ZW~ Ex-President Van Boren died at his
residence on the Hudson, Thursday last, at
the age of 79 yearg.
lion. John F. Potter of

Zff
a

!

|

Wisconsin, the

who had

a I’ryor engagement, is now on
Augusta, where his father resides.
Zff^ Read our Augusta letter for an account

man

visit to

Zff“ Presuming that the debt and liabilities
of the United States will be eight hundred
millions of dollars at the commencement of
1 803, it w ill then be less than one-tilth of tinnational debt of England, less than one-half
that of France, and about one-half that of
Austria.

A Noble Record.—Bro.

Stampede

Among the

Blue-Noses.—

organization
a perfect stam-

of the militia, there has been
pede among those provincials who reside near
the boundary line in Aroostook county.

Neoiu> Labor.—-The order of the War Department respecting the seizure of rels-1 prop-

erty in certain States anil the use of negro labor, is regarded at Washington as a compromise between the radical Republicans and the
border State men. The Kentucky politicians
acquiesce in the new order, and are willing
that the negro shall be used its a laborer, if the
President will agree not to arm him.

TV Hon. Lot M. Morrill, U. S. Senator,
arrived at his home in Augusta, Wednesday
afternoon.

$3P"“The Augusta Farmer learns that Park
Benjamin, Esq., of New York, will deliver the
poem at the approaching Commencement of
WatervlUe College.
Z ff A letter from New Orleans says: “If
the story [of McClellan's reported
defeat] is

corroborated,

have got to-tlght here in New
Orleans. and we expect warm work, and an
awful time; for the moment the mob rises we
we

pitch in, and burn and shoot and pillage
thing that is connected with
any person or place that shows signs of taking
any part in the affair, and I think we shall give
them one of the greatest cleaning outs that
ever any one set of people had since this war
every naineable

ZV Saco has voted $100 bounty for
recruits to fill up her quota.

new

Tff~'The New Bedford Mercury reminds us
that it was not Dr. Geo. B., but Hon. Chaa. G.
nuu irtt-llU

XAYJllllg,

j

IllilUv lilt*

in Faneuil Hall.

speech

l:HM|Ut

Quite

a

UL I

111'Ml

difference;

marked as tliat between brass and
sound and sense, wit and wisdom.

Falmouth Awake.—The citizens of Falmoutn held

a

town

meeting on Thursday,

the

24th, at which they voted $100 to each volunteer, to be paid when he shall have been received

by the Government.
The meeting was very enthusiastic, and was
addressed by Kev.A. II. Tyler, E. II. Starbird,
Ur. E.N. Tewksbury, and others.
2 0 "The Washington correspondent of the
Philadelphia Inquirer takes the trouble to contradict, "on the highest possible authority,” the
that General

McClellan has tendered his resignation because of General
Halleck’s promotion.
11c is entirely satisfied with the new order of things.

statement

methodist minister in Newton.
Mass., placed his name upon the enlistment roll
at a recent war meeting and then made the
follow ing appeal to the assemblage: "As the
servant of my Divine Master 1 do not call
upyou to go, but I say uuto you come!”

Richmond, where he was a prisoner, says
will require 200,000 men to take Richmond.

from
it

Essence
to the

of

Cruelty.—To bind

a

victim

block, griud

the axe, brandish it over
his devoteil head, und then, a la Bonner, say,
—“to be continued!’’

Bucksport friend is at liberty to
avail himself of an agent's privilege in procuring subscribers at that place—ten per cent, on
published rates.
10” The Philadelphia Ledger states that
Z3T~

Cur

the New Ironsides war steamer, the first of the
iron-clad ships of the kind built in the country,
is only waiting for her gun-carriages to be

put

in commission.

10“ The President has re-appointed Gen.
Marry chief of McClellan's start', notwithstanding the neglect of the Senate to confirm his
original appointment. McClellan's wife is
Gen. Marcy's daughter.
10" On tlie first page will lie found an
excellent letter from the Maine Seventh; also
letter of interest from Waterville.
•
10~ We have received that trunk containing Hospital Stores for Co. 1,7th regiment,
which w ill be forwarded to-day to Dr. Eveleth.

10~ The town of Richmond has voted $100
bounty for each new recruit to fill the town’s
quota.

riTThe Lewiston Journal says that
already enlisted her

town of Lisbon has

quota of 15

the
full

men.

£y**The Democratic C’ongressioual Comfor the 2d District, have called a Convention to nominate a ca ndidate lor Congress,
to meet at Auburn, on
Wednesday, August
10th, at 10 o'clock A. M.
10' Westbrook is another patriotic town
that has voted $100 bounty to the needful remittee

cruits to fill up its quota of 50

men.

Abhested.—A soldier named Davis,

w

ho

neglected to returned to the Army, was
arrested last Tuesday in Winslow and taken
had

away.
■

20

bounty
quota.

10”

hits voted to pay $100
for each volunteer to make up her
Rome and Belgrade likewise.

Norridgewoek

Mr.

Augustus Strickland of Skowhegan
sharpening a

cut off one of his thumbs while
I..-I

..In...

~

Bates, of the l.'lth
ill at New Orleans.

The Somerset Fanner states that Mr.

Nathaniel Wells, aged IM) years, ami his wife,
aged t)7 years, died recently in Cornville.—

They
about

had

travelled

seventy

life’s

journey together

years, and were buried iu one

grave.
The St. John

Glolie says that two
American schooners,seized at Halifax the other day for alleged infraction of the revenue
have been released.

The Louisville Journal is severe upon
Gov. Maggotlin for remaining quiet during

Morgan’s raid,and indirectly charges him with
complicity with rebellion.
jy The Washington correspondent of the
Cincinnati Gazette, says that Judge Holt of
Kentucky, has been an earnest anti-McClellan
man.
He says that McClellan is an engineer
—that his engineering leads him to defensive
generalship, and that defensive generalship is
not what we want in a war of invasion.

ZJf A company of printers has been start-

ed at Albany for the war.
been enrolled.

Twenty-one have

Col.

true-hearted Irishman, but devoted heart and soul to the cause of his adopted
a

country, under whose banner he has fought
and will continue to light until this infernal rebellion is crushed out. Bro. Stetson closes
his noble tribute to this noble
erald

Isle, as

of the Em-

son

follows:

We have said thus much of Col. Guiney, because he is known to many of our citizens, especially to such as attended Mr. Jones’s school
some twelve or fifteen years ago; because, also, he is deserving of honorable mention—because his example should be known and imitated. At the age of tw enty-seven, and in the
face of the most adverse circumstances, save
that nature gave him talents, the spirit of industry and ambition, Col. G. lias certainly set
an example worthy of imitation by our
young
men, who would be men and patriots.
When
Col. G. was a boy in this city, a certain lady
in whose family he performed labor at times
and who noted his studious habits, used to remark, by way of encouragement—“Well, Patrick, I ex|x*ct you will one day lie President.”
Taken with due allowance, that lady need not
blush at tier expectations, to the fulfillment of
which her kind words may have contributed
more than she is aware.

Tenney

of the Brunswick Tele-

graph

says “it is true that we have a few who
talk Secession; we have also a few who talk

rampant Abolition,” and Tenney don’t
make any ditlerence in their
Freedom and slavery seein to have

to

seem

criminality.
equal merit

Brighton Market—July 94*
At market, 1150 Beeves, 95 Stores,
Sheen and
Lambs, ami 280 Swine.
Priced—Market Beef—Extra 90 76; first quality
90 50; second do 90 00; third do 94 75 a 5 00.
Working Oxen—995. 120. 131 a 130.
Milch t ows—913 a 47; common do 919 a 20.
Veal Calve*—93 a 6.
Yearlings, none; two years old none; three years
old. 920 a 21.
Hides 98 a file p It). Calf Skins, 8 a 9c p It,.
Tallow—Sales at 0] a 6Jc P tb.
Sheep and Lambs—92 00 a 2 50; extra 93, 3 50 a

stitution !

No wonder he winces when a word
is said about the "latent treason” in his town.

Bro. T. may
we are

his lectures in our

behalf, for
iu relations to Brunswick
No truer men live than a large
save

fully |>osted

sentiment.

majority of the people of Brunswick, but it is
equally true that a few self-inflated, self-sufficient men are found there who have male it
almost a life business to denounce the Northern people
when iu Southern ports, and who
have such an abhorence of abolition that

they

don't act

one

cessionists.
this is the

whit better than the rankest seAnd itseemssometimesas though

only class

shot from

our

that never receive a hard

friend of the

suppose his heart is in the
prejudices sometimes lead

Telegraph. We
right place, but his
captive his reason-

ing faculties.
A Veteran Shipmaster.—A few
days
we had a
pleasant call from Capt. Lazarus Bates, of Yarmouth, now in his uiutieth
year, though hale and smart as most men of
since

seventy, ('apt. Bates showed us his first protection, dated Aug. 23, 17D5, signed by Nathaniel F. Fosdick. Collector of Portland. The
young sailor was then but 2:1 years of age, ami
was about to make his maiden
voyage in the
brig Harmony, Capt. Tucker, from this port to
Charleston, S. C. At Charleston the brig took
a

cargo for Cowes and

London; from London

market, proceeded

to

St. I'bes, and thence
One remarkable fact is this: the

Portland.

to

a

to

* u» uauu

UTUiiit’U

IcIlIjKira-

ry master of the brig. At St. Ubes the 2.1
mate died of black vomit, and the
Captain was

down, expecting not to recover. The
1st mute w as very dissipated, and one day came
on board
drunk, and attempted violence u|xm
the sick Captain, when young Hates took him
in charge, and tied him to the quarter rail—
Capt. Tucker called the crew below, requested them to obey the young sailor during the
rest of the voyage, placed the keys in his
hands to be delivered to his (the
Cuptaiu's)
w ife, ami
resigned himself to his late. Hilt
the trustworthy young man not only
brought
the brig safely into port, but had the satisfaction of bringing his Captain w ith him, in an
improved condition of health. Aftewards he
was master of a vessel for more than
forty

.Inly 14. no !»t. ftn, acli N Berry. Umb, from New
York tor Matamora*.
July 17, lat 29, Ion 74, brig Prentiss Hobbs. Parks,
from Matanza* for Baltimore.
July 17, lat 28 42. Ion 74 18, bark Diligence, of and
from Portland for Cardenas. Had been 10 days S of
lat 80.
July 18, 8 miles 8 E of Cary sport Reef, sell Nellie
Tarbox, of Calais, 3 days from Havana for Philadel-

—

phia.
July 19, lat 29 27, lou 79 31, ship Wild Cat, of Belfast, 14 days from New Orleans tor New York; same
time, bark Merrimac. of Portland, 3 day- from Car-

denas for Philadelphia.
July 23. 46 miles SE by 8 from Highlands of Neversink, brig Fredonia, from Cienfuegos for Boston.

4 00.
Pelts—50 a 75c.
Swine, Stores—Wholesale

3]e; retail, 6c.
Spring Pigs—Wholesale 5]c; retail 5] a 6]c.
Beeves are sold by the head, at prices equal

DOMESTIC PORTS.
»AN FRANCISCO. Ar 27th, ,hlp l nimien, Mnd-

to the

value p lb of the estimated weight of Beef in the
quarter, the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
agreed ou by the parties—varying from 28 to 34 per

Ko«U«e;l»1h, HtJimn. Wllllnm,.Phil»de1phl».
bark Comet, Smith, Honolulu.
L
Sailed 22d, bark
..

cent.

Number of cars over the different roads: Fitchburg
34: Boston and Lowell, 118; Boston aud Maiue, 14;
Western, *7; I otgl 253.

In

WESTERN—Arrives
7.45 AM and 2 PM.

at

12.40

L Sutton, Spicer,to load for
8tone' formle.
16th. bark Winslow, Davis,
Boston >ia Ship Island; ftchs
Henry Nutt, Baker,
and John A Grirhn. I outer.
Philadelphia via do.
Below 15th barks P C Alexander,
and Harvest
Home, bound up.

do.
KEY

Friday mornings. Closes Mondays

at

York.
Cld

10th, sch John YV Hall, Maulman, Philadelbark Hamilton, Sprague, Trinidad.
PORT ROYAL St'. Ar 10th, barks J M Hinks,
Greemnan, sndHonston, Share, New Y'ork; brig
Marion, Taylor, do; 13th, bark J Godfrey, Clark, do;
16th, M C Dyer, Wallace, do; brig C Miller, brewer,

Philadelphia.

C/d 17th, brig Mary Cobb, Low, New Y'ork.
BALTIMORE. Ar23d, barks May Oucen.Kirwan,
Demarara 6th iust; Henry A Didier, llubbard, New
Y ork ; brigs Billow, Cottrell, and Caniina, Pinkbam,
Boston; George Edward, Shnte. Portlaud.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar23d. ship Hornet,Mitchell,
Imrioue; bark Fleet Wing. Jayne, London; brigs J
" VYoodrufT, Robinson,
Arecibo PR; Harp, Smith,
Buck-port; Forester, Mnrrav, Bath.
Cld 22d, brig
Bntler,
Bartlett. Portland.
Fanny
Also cld 23d, brig Torreut, Gaul, ( ieufuegos.
NEW YORK. Ar 23«1, ship Robert Cushman .Otis,
Boston; barks Heiress, Clark, London 36; Abraham
Barker. Scbuffhorth. New Bedford; brig Martha
Post, Robiuson, Uio Grande; m;hs White Cloud,
Gardner, Charleston E 54. via St George Me; Glenwood. Dickinson, Baracoa 10; Pawtucket, Robinson,
sud Inspector,-, Cuerryheld; William Arthur,
Haskell, Portland.
Also ar 24th, ships Prima Dona, Harrimsn, San
Fraucisco April 16; Lizzie Oak ford, Eld ridge. Bombay
April 9; barks Hannibal, Kline, Rio Janeiro via Pernambuco and St Thomas; Mary
Beutley, Bentley,
Bristol K via Salt Cay; 11 A Stephenson,
Hayden,
Savanilla; Charles Kwn. Sawver.New Orleans; brigs
C B Allen, Gray,
Gnayanilla; A llorta. Orcutt, Trinidad ; Breeze, Outerbndge, Cumberland
Harbor; P M
Tinker, Carlisle, Zaza; B G Chaloner, Kenney, aud
Crawford, Small, do; Lyra, (.ray, Calais; Elvira,
Clark, Machia; schs Joseph (.rice, 'Jackson, Port an
Prince; A F Lionel I. Snow,4 uracoa; Wiu H Mitchell,
Mitchell, Bay of Fnnby; Mvrover, llughe«. New 4>rleans; American Eagle, i.regory, Calais; Caroline,
Hicks, Y'inalhaven; Win Arthur, Snow, Portland.
Cld 23d, brigs Azelia, Davis, Rio Jauairo; Naiad,
-, 4 ienfuegos; Alice Maud. EdgetfNfew Orleans.
NEW LONDON. Ar 23d, ship ISvw York, Dewhurst. Newcastle E for New Haven.
FALL RIY'EK. Sailed 24th, brig C’ondova, Crowell, Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD. Ar24th, sch Augusta,
Perry,
7

aud

Thursdars

EUROPE, via Quebec—Closes every Friday at 12 M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. Closes at
9 PM.

MAKBIEDr
At Mechanic Falls 22d lust,
by Rev II Hsley, Mr J
J Cram, of Miuot, to Miss Sylvinia F Caswell, of
Woodstock.
In Temple, Mr George W Baker to Miss Emily L
Searles, both of Wiltou.

DIED.
In this city 25th lust, Susan Farnham,infant daugh
ter of Henry T and Mary A Cummings.
Funeral from 444
street, this Saturday PM. at 3 o’clock. Relatives aud friends are invited to attend.
In Milford 20th inst, Martha Jane, wife of William
A Eld ridge, aged 27 years.
In Augu.-ta 2<>th, Mary Helen, daughter ol William
11 aud M D Libby, aged 6
years 8 in os.
In Hallowed, 'Minnie C, daughter of John aud
Sarah F Bee man, aged 6 years.
In Cornish. Mrs Mary t, wife of Dr C F Bonney,
formerly of Hallow ell, aged 38 rears.
lu
Center 21st, Mr Daniel Miller, aged 74
years.
In Lewiston 20. Thos Orrington, son of Orrington
L and Atnanda < had bourn, aged 3 mos and 7 days.

C'ongrers

Bridgton

Mails

OCEAN

Eiizabethport.

Cld 24th. bark Snssn Jane, Taber,Cape Yard Islands
and YY' Coast of Africa.
Sailed.24th, sch Eliza Matilda, Mathews. Bangor.
BOST4»X. CM 24th. ship Josiah
Bueno- Ayres; bark YY'illiam, Lord,Washington DC;
brigs J Means, YY'ella, Georgetown DC; rriuceton,
Allen, Philadelphia; schs Jame Carver, Kumill, Plctou; Martha. Robbins, New tjrleaus; M M Freeman,

STEAMSIIIPsT

Brad^/Nichols,

forwarded by every steamer in the reguThe steamers for or from Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at
are

lar lines.

Londonderry.

Howes, Philadelphia; Rainbow, Fletcher, Searsport;
Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton. Portland.
Ar 25th. ship Ocean Romp, Rainlen, (ianoa 2d alt,
passed Gibraltar 22d; brig Humboldt, Bry ant, Cardenas 6th inst; sch Edward King, Cox,
Dehnysviile.
DANVERS. Ar 21st, sch Miyesttc, Martin, Bristol

TO ARRIVE.

Persia.Liverpool.New York..July
Hausa.Southampton New York..July
City of Washing’n.Liverpool.New York. July

5
9
9

North American.

10

Asia.Liverpool.

12
16
16
19

.Liverpool.Quebec.July
New York. .July
York .July
Saxouia.Southampton New York
July
Etna.Liverpool.New
Australasian.Liverpool.New

York.

.July

3Ie.
SALEM. Ar 23*1, sch Lookout, Harper, Calais for
New Y’ork.
In port 23d, sch Boston, of Maehias, from Calais,
bound South.
BANGOR. Ar 23d, schs Melrose, Kent, Newbary-

TO DEPART.

Great

Eastern.New York.. Liverpool.July 26

Norwegian.Quebec.Liverpool.July
York.New York.

New

port.

26

Also

Bremen.Aug 2

.’I ■ .1

.1

11

.11,^1

—

atui'int,

—the haven of

unending rest

aud peace.

The WaterviUe Mail is
half sheet.
LATEST BY EVENING

printed

on

a

PAPERS.

Senator I.ane to raise Troops—Gen. Ilallerk
and Staff gone to the Peninsula—Patriotic

Position of AVte York City—Rebel* concentrating at Gordonmille— Washington to
tn attacked—Gen. Butler complimented.
New York, July 25.
Special dispatches from Washington say
Senator Lane has been commissioned by the
government to raise and organize an army iu
the department of Kansas iu his own way upon his own principles.

Gen. Halleck and staff, with Generals Buntside and Meigs, went to the iieuinsula yester-

day afternoon.

The pa-t office department will continue afthe Hrst of August to issue stamps lor curThose intended for this purpose w ill
rency.
lie without gluten and will be redeemable at
the United States Treasuries or exchanged
for postage.
C ol. Norton, the accuser of Gen. Mitchell,
lias I lent ordered to be arrested. He has not
yet been found.
Capt. Mail-field, the late provost marshal of
Fredericksburg, is under arrest. His doings
while in office, are being investigated.

ter

Resolutions

adopted yesterday at a
meeting of commissioners representing the N.
V. Chamber of Commerce, Union Defence
were

Committee and the Common Council, to the
effect that every person in the community of
doubtful ioyality should he regarded as disloyal and no otic should la* trusted who is uot
willing to sacrifice property, life and opinion
to the public good. That the time has come
when we must strike for the national life with
every weapon that God has given us; that delay strengthens the rebels and wcakcurus;
that it is better that every rebel should perish
than one more Union soldier should die, ami
therefore it is earnestly urged that it is best to
immediately issue the order which, while it
w ill take from the relicts their great source .if
strength, will diminish their army by calling
to the defence of their homes large numbers of
rebel officers aud men.
A letter to the Tribune dated Memphis, 18th,
states that a rebel telegraph operator recently
for four days read ull the despatches between
Gen. Halleck, Col. Davis, Gen. Curtis and the
commandant at Memphis, and made good his
escape alter it was discovered that some one
was tampering with the wires.
Another letter gives our loss in the recent tight with the
rant Arkansas as ;14 killed, tio wounded, aud
2:3 missing.
The World publishes a despatch which says,
“I learn from pretty accurate private sources
that Ewell’s, Hill's, Lougstrcet's and Jackson's
11u*

tirmv

hnvM

during the past fortnight, most of them going
the Virginia Central I!. It., and that they

over

are now

coneentniting

near

Gordousville,

con-

stituting an army of 00,000 strong. Undoubtedly an attempt is to la- made on Maryland or

Washington.

whether it

w

Our people are still uncertain
ill be made ny the valley or this

way.
Counter raids and attacks arc to Ik* instituted by us. A force may push for Richmond
from Fredericksburg with the purpose of
cither frightening them back or of gaining
more than they can.
The Times' story about Secretary Seward’s
resignation is without foundation.
Col. Scott, the agent of the Post Office Department. has returned, lie states that Gen.
Butler is the mail for the place, and but for his
stringent measures New Orleans would probably not have beeu held.
Nkw York, July 35.
A Baltimore letter in the Herald gives a list
of 2S rebel fortifications around Richmond.
The funeral of Ex-President Van Buren will
take place from the old church at Eindcrhook,
on

Monday

next.

Mkmphis, July 22.
Maj. Gen. Sherman has assumed command.
Farragut's fleet silenced all the rebel guns
while running dow n last night.
The canal was completed, but the water
would not be let in till the water rises.

ar

24th, Coral, Kent, and Mary E Pearson,

Hodedoa, New

CM 24th,
BATH.
10th ult.

v un

Sun ri«»s. nu»rn. 4 42 I length of day*.14 48
$un aeti,eve.7 30 | Moon sets. 0 00

York.

brig A J Ross, Small, Martinique.
Below, ship G F Patten, Hill, CagUari

High Water, morn.1015

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

taken

years, and now, in his advanced age, he looks
forw ard to a peaceful entry into one more port

10th, sch B C Scribner, Hal!
Bryant, do;
William Penn*
bark R H Allen, Patten, New

Ar

phia; 12th,

4 PM.

SAILING OF

New York; bark
C Howard, Nickerson

Moonlight,
Phillips, Bangor; 12tb,

Closes at

Tuesday

aud

WEST.

E

lltb, brigs J M Sawyer.
Philadelphia;
Wooster. New York; sch

EASTERN—Arrives at 1.45 l’M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Fast port Me, St
John NB and the British Provinces.

Ar

..Cld Hill, Merrill,
Ss”*0**
do; sch
lleury

Arraagriueata.

and 8 PM.

Hammond, Burnham, Val-

port 30th. «hip Mary

NiSirw
NEW ORLEANS

19.000 .do.Mftf
9600 United States Trees. Notes, two years.110
9020 U. S. Coupons, August 19,. .*.1141
•6.050 American Gold.116
Portland Pant 09rr Mail

Grace

paraiso.

BROKERS* BOARD BOSTON. July 94.
92000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881). 99]
91000 .do.99
923.000 .do. 99
•6000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.102
98.600 .do.108
•7.000.do.102
•5,000 United States Demand Notes.107]
910.000 .do.107
99,200.do. 107

in his eyes; and to destroy the government is
no more heinous than to
destroy a hellish in-

ilivisimiM

regiment, is seriously

law,

is

as

brains,

in the

ed before Richmond and has since died.

Guiney

Bro.

Since orders were received for the

Stetson

Advertiser, pays a deserved tribute to Col. P.
R. GuiseY, ol the Massachusetts Ninth Regiment, recently under Col. Cass, who was wound-

of the death of Hon. Ruel Williams.

La

is tilled, not by a soldier from the
ranks, who has been under fire, and proved his in what our
army and navy officers are now
courage, but by a beardless boy, whose father j
for our country.
PoitTl.AWD.
doing
|
to
have some influence, and who
happens

en

ed for his meritorious services. He is an officer
of whom Maine may well lie proud. Brave as

Lieut. Charles A.
the iron off the Warrior

strip
(Jlorie, will then la- of some use, it seems
to one who don't profess to have a great knowledge of such affairs, but does have confidence

or

Regiment,

Lieut. Col. of that

as

Regiment yesterday. Col. Seammon left Maine
as a Lieut, in the
Fifth, was in the battle of
Hull Run, where he won distinction for his
coolness and valor,—and he has been promot-

inner harbor.

of-

place

the

of Durham are awake to the interests
of tiie country.
E. H. J.

too

are too

by

people

is called

are

meeting, the citilistened to some stiring remarks made byMorrill, a graduate of Bowdoin College,

thusiasm

ceived his commission

re-

10” Major Clitz, who has just returned

[For the Daily Press.]
Patriotic Movement in Durham.
a

£2F“Maj.

Seammon of the Gth

\

At the close of the

At

well.

was

from the applause which followed the utterance
of every patriotic sentiment, I should judge
the people of Gray to lie aw ake to the impor-

|

ZV Capt. Whitney of the 18th U. S. Regulars, reports Lieut. Col. Varney in good health
and spirits, and Capt. Emerson nearly or quite

about

and Hon. F. O. J. Smith of Portland. The
several speeches were eloquent, and just what
was needed to rouse American
patriotism, aud

ten sent out to officer veteran troops. An officer dies, is discharged or resigns, and too ofthis

meeting

for late New Orleans papers.

broke out.”

town

ii win

TV We are indebted to Lieut. William W.
Dean, Acting Adjutant of the I2th Regiment,

shall

meeting, a
organized by the choice of
Jacob Clark, Esq., as President, aud Thomas
Hancock a« Secretary. The citizens, w ho had
come together in large numbers, were then addressed by their fellow townsman, Hon. W. H.
Vinton, followed by Hon. J. H. Drummond

in the field, cotnnlabis

and green

over

At the conclusion of the town

you may be

rallying meeting

now

a

vuitruii^

mass

to

A eorresnondent

her, she has raised

to

All indications are that it will not lie

up its quota of soldiers
the government.

Our army has much too large a proportion
of costly and worthless, because superfluous,
officers. While the rank and file are sadly
thinned, so that many noted regiments muster
barely three hundred men, there are always
officers enough to command eleven hundred.
It is now proposed to create, in addition to
these veteran officers, a swarm of new ones
for the regiments forming in the several States,
thus adding enormously to the cost of the military service, while impairing its efficiency.
It is to be ho|>ed that this matter will be
brought to tiie attention of the President, orto
the new commander-in-chief, if we are to have
one, so that the creation of useless officers will
be stopped forthwith. There are regiments
enough, and officers more than enough, already under pay, to make use of the new levy
of 300,000 men. Let no more money be laid
out in shoulder straps.
that

quota

meeting held in Gray, on Wednesday last, it was unanimously voted to pay a
bounty of one hundred dollars to each volun-

shoulder straps—that w e have
too many poor officers* and too few good soldiers. He says:

given

a

Alter the business of the

The New York World thinks we
much

with

Gray Awake.

Too Many Shoulder Straps.
!

assigned

town;”

[For the Daily Press.]

evening, at w hich Hon. Charles J. Gilman,
Prof. Chamberlain, and other gentlemen, are
expected to s|«-ak. I will endeavor to keep
you informed of everything of interest that
*
may occur in this place.

friend behind,—will allow his “angry passions”
to rise against our executioner. As we said

the "Banner

here, but leaves this morning for his regiment.
Win. P. Simon ton, Camden, has been appointed Second Lieutenant, Co.-, Eighth
SKIRMISHER.
Regiment.

this

all that enables us to tell the story of our deferred though certain doom.

daughters.

Col. Scamman is

eager to; some of the Proto set them an example.—

I sec that another

son,

death of Lt. Col. Heath.

sure.

falls, and the half hour that the Press is read
before the Advertiser is “up and dressed,” is

uons 01

are

18

only

ready

Bowdoin is not behind the
had been

we

of yore,

are

one

Col. Burnham, of the tith regiment, was here
yesterday on his way for a short visit to his
family. He looks like a regular “war-dog,” as
lie is; and be has the command of a regiment
of “war-dogs.”
Major Edwaril A. Scaniman, of the 5th regiment, has been promoted to the lieut. colonelcy of that regiment, rendered vacant by the

was

fessors

leavys

necessary to resort to draft to obtain the 7000
troops required from Maine.

to

listed, and all

proofs?

We

of

as

80 men.

The kindest feeling prevailed at tills meeting. and it cannot but have a quickening and
uniting influence upon all the citizens. The
recruiting officers are busy, and it needs nowonly the fife and drum to bring out our quota
of fifty-two without delay. The college is
wide awake. Many students have already en-

appreciated by his victim, until, in attempting some ordinary movement of the head,

But

its rank

George W. Minot.

never

coast

our

work which is

tive quotas, and not a few have raised more.—
Lincoln, in Penobscot county, still maintains

following gentlemen:
Leonard Townsend,
Win. (5. Barrows,
Francis Owen,
J. L. Chamberlain,
Charles J. Gilman,
Marshall Cram,
E. I). Toothaker,
Benjamin Greene,
Samuel It. Jackson,
J. I). Lincoln,
Amherst. Whitmore,
Nath. T. Palmer,
Charles Crossman,
Benj. G. Dennison,
John I,. Sw ill,
Benj. Melcher,
C. C. Hhmphreys,
Joseph I.unt, 2d,
A. C. Bobbins,
Win. It. Field,
Lewis Simpson. 2d,
Isaiah Jordan,
Augustus F. Cox,
Chapin Weston,
G.
Thomas
W. Given,
Frost,
Woodbury
Samuel W. Frost,
Lyman E. Smith.
Edward S. Hacker,
Augustus P. Jordan,
Albion P. Woodside,
Joseph C. Given,

was

a

The news from all sections of the State is

consists of the

didn’t we know the keenness of the blade that

protecting

very encouraging respecting recruiting. Many
of the towns have already raised their respec-

also chosen to stir up tlie people, and
assist in raising recruits.
That committee
tee

led to appre-

Joseph H. Williams, formerly Gov-

of Maine—and five

ernor

true,

It was voted with the greatest
pay $100, over and above all
other bounties, to each volunteer under the
late call, who has enlisted, or who shall enlist
w ithin the next ten days.
A rallying commit-

unanimity,

otherwise: whether in the material, or the spirit world. We looked in the glass, and lo! it was
our own

the Hon.

and generous.

finding already past six o’clock, we were at
a loss to know whether we were in the body or
it

of

policy

were

with forts and other defences;
already begun. Mr. Williams

they saw what the town would do in
the way of bounty. But there w ill la* no
more waiting now.
A town-meeting was held
yesterday to consider the demands of the present exigency. The response was ready, hearty

awoke in the grey of the morning,
frightful visions of that fatal instru-

we

had

member of the Senate of the United

was a

ciate 'the sure

back till

"The cat doth play,
And after slay!“

hole State owes not a

w

efforts that the Government

has not, however, been a great rush of men to
the ranks. Perhaps people have been holding

before feel the full force of the

couplet—
When

He

There

country in this critical hour.

the

“Want of room obliges us to postpone the remaining half of this article till to-morrow.
we ever

more

he has

States, during the Madawaska war; and,
though unambitious for office, lie had held
many places of public trust. One of the last
public acts of bis life, was to visit Washington
as one of the Commissioners appointed by the
Governor, to lay before the national authorities
the necessity and feasibility of fortifying the
coast of Maine; and it was very largely by bis

public-spirited men and women
than in this same quiet village.
Some response, by no means insignificant,
has already been made here, to the call of

pense and a torture extended through two full
columns, couches a brief reprieve as follows :

Did

nowhere find

becoming more and more
at last expired, full of years

Reuel Williams the

and

earnest

w as

little, while bis loss will be severely felt by
this city.
His works of benevolence, both
public or private, remain to bear his memory.

town

You will

powers.

he

He had been

week since.

a

as

He was, all his life, a man of the strietestbus;ness habits, and had acquired a very large
property. To the ability and public spirit of

has somehow won quite a repudignified quiet, and conservative
slowness. People have got the notion that
Y'oung America does not flourish much here,
and even that genuine patriotism is somewhat
chilled and repressed by some untoward influence.
Bat I believe the overwhelming majority of the people of this town sympathize with
every good cause, and enter cordially iuto the
measures proposed by the government to delend our national existence, against the violence of parricides, and the jealousy of foreign

»/ui

icaumg

day of June,
entering
death, although

and of honors.

tation for

precisely the feelings of
I, when, yesterday morning, an hour past day-break, instead of finding
himself “snuffed out,” he read a gracious reprieve, though only for a brief twenty-four
hours. The giant who wields the glittering
VI

feeble, until

Bbcnswick, July 25th, 1862.
of the Daily Press:—This

Then you know
this unhappy intfivic*-

(Friday)*

therefore at his death

for several months

To the Editors

pleasant

was

about the streets

Said

needed.

two o’clock this

eightieth year. His
wholly unexpected, was sudden,

not

Government had

were

at

upon his

Letter from Brunswick.

finds himself unharmed ?

UlttUC

mi, and

I declare on tny honor that I never dreamed
of such a thing; there is not only no truth in
it, but there is not a shadow of truth upon
which to lay the foundation of the assertion.
As Chairman of the Military Committee, an
order w as drawn under my supervision,calling
for half a inilliou of men. This was during
the recess of Congress. Congress assembled
in Deeemlier, ami from the best information
that Government could obtain, the amount
raised exceeded <580,(100, or 180,000 more than
was provided for.
The Military Committee, always found fault
wrtli on account of the enormous expenses of
tlie war. were called upon,over and over again,
to state the number of men in the service, and
after a careful and laborious calculation, it was
ascertained that instead of having 880.000 men,
there were but about 525,000 in the service of
the country.
On the floor of the Senate, in reply to an
inquiry from the chairman of the Finance
Committee, Mr. Grimes, of Iowa, I stated that
Government iiad but 520.000 men: that it
railed for 150,000 more than were enrolled;—
that if there had been 080,000 men that would
lie 180,000 more than allowed by law. I have
always maintained that Government wanted
more men.
In a recent debate upon the array
bill I appealed to every Senator to say if ever
I, on the fioor of tile Senate, maintained that
we had more troops than were wanted, and
not a voice was raised—on the contrary a
unanimous verdict tiiut I hud not. So much,
Mr. Chairman, for explanation of the false position which the New York Herald lias sought
to place me in, and which other papers have
eelioed.

..

1861.

troops than

more

city

He was horn on the 2d

morning.

Mr. W.:

Sheriffs,

WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort K.irfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Well..

Aroottook.

lion. Revel Williams died at his residence in this

He also referred to the common remark that
he, as chairman of the Military Committee,

For County Commissioners,
Aroostook_THOMAS J. 11ROWN. of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
York.DIMON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

of lion. Reuel Williams—Recruiting
Promising—“Banner Town”—Personal—
Appointments.
Augusta, July 25.

itself; there was no recruiting going on; recruiting had ceased altogether. There were
The
seventy-five unorganized regiments.
enormous expense of all these unorganized
regiments called upon the Government to put
The Government was paying at
a stop to it.
the same rate it did when the army was lieing
recruited by tens of thousands. It was a mistaken idea that recruiting was ordered to lie
stopped.

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

JBBaiVBBMMHnMnBMMBCinanM

Regular Correspondent.

Death

Mr. Wilson said that the Government did no
such thing; that the recruiting had stopped of

ABNER COBURN,

our

Letter from the State Capital.

impression Hint Government, some
since, ordered recruiting to be stopped.

time

NOMINATIONS.

GOVERNOR,

For

in

common

—-.#»»■■-

FOR

meeting

war

a

ago, lion. Henry Wilson was present, and was
called upon to speak; and in the course of his
remarks lie took occasion to notice the very

Saturday Morning, July 28, 1882.
REPUBLICAN

From

Recruiting?
Newton, a few nights

Did the Government Stop

M Alt I N E

XEW&

Notice.
POUT OF PORTLAND.

is

of the condition of
following
the Portland Gas Light C ompany, July 1,1868:
THE

Friday, July S5,
ARRIVED.
Brig Eudorn*. Haskell. Sydney ( R
Brig Genl 3Iariou, Dfithn. Philadelphia, Joseph
II
v

statement

Existing Capital.fSno.000 00
Assessments paid in. 300,000 00
invested in real estate, fixtures
upon it, and machinery, (not including
street main ).
190 .MO 09
Debts due by the Company, about.
10.716 38
Last valuation of real estate—aggregate
value of taxable property of the corporation, as fixed by the assessors.. 390,000 00
J. T. McCOBB, Treasurer.

Capital

White.
ftch Windsor,

(Br) Hilts, Walton NS.
CLEARED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Field, St John NB for

Boston.
Steamer

a

Montreal, Prince, Boston.

STATE OF MAINE.

FIT*9hip

for

Cumberland, ss., Julv 22,1802. Sworn to before
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,

lcnnium has been sold at San Francisco

$11,000.

It

Per steamship Asia, at Boston.
Ar at Genoa 8th inst. Omega, Morse, Cardiff*; ( has
Davenport, Kelley. Liverpool.
Ar at Barcelona 4th, Mmuie Schiffer, Counautou,
Shields; 8th, Cornet. Roger*. Newport.
Arat Yaleucia 2d, George Haynes, Bachelder,
Callao.
Ar at Marseilles 7th, CJ Kershaw, Nichols, Peruambuco.
Id 8th. Henry Gillespie, Smith. New York.
Sailed 8th,
Henry. Wilson. New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 2d, Susau A Blaisdell, Eaton. Leghorn for New York.
Arat Bordeaux 9th, II G Berrv, Race, from New

me.

J ustice of tbe Pease.

DR.

€•

THOMAS,

Xlagnetic IPhysician,
AND ACHES relieved, and the nature
end location of Diseases described and pointed
PAINS
ithout

out.

w
any knowledge derived from tbe patient,
baud upou the head, or sitting
iu the presence of the patient.

by simply laying tbe

Examinations from $1 to $5.

York.
Ar at Flushing 10th. Benares. Hinckley, Akvab.
Ar at Helvoct 9th inst, Minerva. Ommvren,Boston.
Sailed from Bn-merhaven 9th. Sir John Franklin,
Despeaux, Baltimore; Washington, Weuke, New
York.

RESIDENCE No. 80 CHESTNUT ST.. PORTLAND.

JattOtf

POSTPONES TO JULY 26th.

Chi at Loudon 10th, Fanny Fern, Cann, Boston;
llth, John Bunyau. Carver, do.
Arat Deal 10th, Casilda. Stafford, from Baltimore

Spiritualists' Plc-Xic.

lor Rotterdam.
Ar at Fahnouth llth. William. Berry, Sagua.
Ar at Bristol llth, Owego, Norton, and Jane Duncan. Elliot, New York.
Ar at Cardiff 9th, Henry llammoud, A rev. from

spikih'ai, association, with imt
friends, will make their annual P1C-NIC EXCURSION to the Islands, ou

The

Saturday,

London.

Ar at Dlasgow llth, Mary k Elizabeth, Huntley,
Portland.
Sailed llth, Jane Daggett, Lambert. New York.
Ar at Dal way 10th, Elizabeth Leavitt, Hallett, New

July *26th,

in the Bar<;e Comfort—leave Atlantic Wharf at 9
A M., and return at such time as the company may
desire.
The place selected for tbe Pic-Nic ha* never been
and is one of thepleasautviwiterfby the
est on the island*.
A Chowder will be provided for all, but persona
must provide themselves with spoon* and dishes.
IF*Tickets for the Excursion for adult*. 25 cents;
children, 16 cents, including chowder; to be had of
R. I. HrLL,
Thor. P. Beals,
N. A. Foster.
J. W. Mansfield,
John Oldall,
and on the boat.

York.

Spiritualists,

Ar at <^u«*enstown 10th, Zephyr, Portland; Frruk
Lovett, New York.
Sailed 10th, Charles k Jane, Haskell, (from Matanzas) Liverpool.
Ar at Liverpool llth, Alice Ball. Rosa, New York;
12th, Atlantic, Dinsinore, do; Jeunie Heals, Crocker,
do; Joseph Clark, Emerson. St John NB.
Chi l'Hn, Kiuco, Peterson, Rio Janeiro and Amherst.
Sailed llth. Cultivator, Russell. New York.
lu the river oat ward bound 12th, Lucy Thompson.
Crocker, for New York.
Knt for Idg 19th, John Curtis, Alexander, for Boston; Trimountain. Field, Mianghae.
Adv 12th, Albion, Williams, for New York 14th;
Endymion, Williams, for do 15th; Kate Prince, Gerrish, for Philadelphia 25tb.
Report of William E Jones, mate of the American
ship Screamer, of Brunswick Me, from London for
NewportLeft Loudon June 21. June 28. at 1.80 A
M. wind N, strong, cloudy, the ship close-hauled ami
under full sail except royals, going at the rate of 11
knots per hour, Lundy Light bearing N, about 1}
miles distant, tin* lookout suddculy called out, "Ship

ty^hotdd the weather be unfhrorable the
sion will be

excur-

postponed.

H

e m

c.

D.

oval,

BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO

NEW

the lee bow.” Tin* mate immediately went to leeward, and caw her, but as she showed no lights, supposed her to bo standing the same w ay as the Screamer.
She suddenly luffed, aud attempted to cross the
Screamer’s bow. Immediacy ordered the man at
the wheel to port his heliu. hat before the ship coaid
obey it she struck, taking the stranger about midships. The mate ran forward to save the crew, and
all succeeded in getting on board except the captain,
and every effort was made to save him. but unsuccessfully. The crew saved stated that the schooner
was running free, steering W by 9
J S; that there
were uo lights up. nor any one on the lookout, ami
no one on deck except the man at the wheel.
In lees
than 10 minutes alter she sunk. 9he proved to be
tbo sell ( hnsapcake, Welsh, ol Portsmouth. Brought
the survivors to Newport, where the Screamer arrived about 7 P31 same day.

STORE,

No.3 UNION

WHARP,

on

Where he will continue the

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
AS HERETOFORE.
Portland, July 22, 1862.

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,
IN BETHEL, MAINE.
SECOND YEAR of this School will comTuesday, Sept. 3d, 1862
advantages for instruction in this school are
excellent. The number of scholars will be limited,
and every possible attention be given for their improvement.
For references and further information, send for a

THE
The

mence on

FOREIGN FORTS.
Kanagawa May 10. bark Benefactor. Davis, fm
llong Koug for shanchac tew davs.
At

At Smyrna 1st iust. bark Andrew Carney, Mayo,
for Boston in about 3 weeks.
At Cagliari 10th nit, ship Ocean Fear!, to load salt
tor Portland.
At Antwerp 10th inst, ship E Bulkley, Roes, for
New York soon.
Sailed from Liverpool 8th inst. ship Hemisphere.
Taylor. New York.
At Rio Grande May 17, brig Elizabeth, Larsen, for
New York. Idg.
At Montevideo 2d ult, ship Geo Turner, Islev, from
Portland Mareh 25; hark Lizzie, Nickerson, tin New
York March 25.
At Rio Janeiro 22d ult, barks Traveller. Randall,
nud Leighton, Randall, wtg; brig Tallulah, Hummer,
lor New York about Mth.
At Pernambuco 3d iust, bark lmperador, Powers,
tor Philadelphia.
Ar at Aspinwall 11th inst,bark Golden Rule,Whiteberry, New York.
Sailed 10th, brigs Caroline.Potter,New York; 12th,
Arabella. Hartord, do.
At St Thomas 15th iust, brig Nantasket, Sawyer,for
Man-anilla.
At Santos May 80, bark Clifton, Lennon, from Baltimore.
At Ctunltcrland Harbor, Cuba, 3d inst, brig Cos.
inos.

circular to

X. T. TRUE, M. A..
Bethel, July 26th, 1862.

ton, Boston.

SPOKEN.
June 20, Rock Gibraltar W IS miles, bark Annie
Kimball, 80 day • from I rapani tor Now t hrk ai s.
July 12. in the Eugiish Clutuuel, ship Emerald,
Luce, from New York for Liverpool.

Proprietor

and
d&w4w6

The

Principal.

Cluineo
-to rrKdiAas-

HARDW ARE

AT

COST !

-IS AT-

MIDDLE STREET,

169

Where, for thirty day!*, may be found
ment of

Ling, ding.

Sailed 2d. bark Essex, Ray, St Jago to finish Idgfor
Boston.
At St Jago 8th iust, bark Morning Star, Stirling,
tor New 1 ork, Idg.
At Burncoa 13th inst. whs AdeMa. Kellev, for New
York 5 days; Sarah Maria. I nderhill, for do 80th.
At Trinidad 2d inst, biig Lowathan, Hotlses, for
New York 10 davs.
At Havana 12th inst, brig Aroostook, Swett, for
N'i'w York 8 days.
At do—th inst, bark David Laps ley, Bradley, for
New York, to sail 15th.
At Matauzas —th inst. brig Herald, Davis, for Philadelphia, to sail 9th; 7th, bark Mulioa, Beuuer, for
New York, Idg.
Ar at Bermuda 9th inst, brig Princes Royal, Newbold. New York; loth, sell Empire. Doe, do.
Ar at St John N B 22d inst, ship Ella A Clark, Bur*

8m

an

assort-

Hardware,

Cutlery, Glass, <fec.t

All of which

be

mu-t

sold,

to

close up the

business,

before Sept. 1.

jun»-lm

J. II. m'CKNAH, AftT.

JOHN

W.

NOTARY

ntN9CK,
PUBLIC,

V17TLL be pleased to NOTE. EXTEND and REIf CORD any protest that may be wanted by the
commercial community. A share of business is res-

jxctfully requested.

1

1‘ORTLAND. OFFICE 105 MIDDLE STREET.
ju 117—daw

Notice.
after the first of July. 1’ostage Stamps
will not be charged at
the l’ost Othcv.
ji-25tf
and

ITtltOM
and Stamped Envelopes

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC

Twenty-one Yeakh Old.—A man's twen-

ty-first birthday

but once in his life.

comes

TO THE

It

olden times the fledgling would patiently awail
the arrival of that day, ere it would try the
strength of its pinions. Even now. a moiety
of the solx-r, staid few abide its coming, but as

general thing Young America will risk its
feathers at eighteen, using up the quills at
twenty.
Ilere, however, is the exception.
Last evening it was our good fortune to be one
of a chosen few to celebrate the freedom day
of a gentleman, well known to the commercial
world, and who, surrounded by a chosen baud
of “thirty year ciders" seemed but the boy of
sixteen among them. Around him were gathered the sage and the wise, men from the cold,
cold world, and men also, who had never been

cers.

The new tax stamps are under way; they
will probably be used as currency instead of

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

postage stamps.

Interesting

from Washington.

a

Col. Corcoran to be Released.
General

the

sincerity

Extracts from Richmond

Skirmishing

of his

life, and wondered how he had worried
through them. Life taken in the retrospect
shows hut a sad picture of short comings; and
thus it was the lad iu reviewing, found cause

Capture

for his tears.

Suddenly,

in the midst of a

ed

hand that man

a

chair.”

The chair

being

taken, we were at liberty to observe the effect
of his speech upon his hearers.
One gentleman with his head in a recumbent position endeavored to supply music for the occasion,
though strangely out of place as regarded
time, but of singular service in keeping the

Others, witii listless looks regardspeaker witii that Uc'U-get-througliby-and-bye sort of expression, such as deacons are wont to wear near the close of a long
evening service. Still the s|ieaker continued,
until, wound up to the highest tension of oratory, bad but just entered upon these lines of
rest awake.

ed the

a

well known poet

:—

Seas roll to waft me, sans to light me rise—
My footstool earth—mv canopy the

deuce,” exclaimed he, upon viewing the apathetic crowd.
“Boys, let’s have supper.”—
Instantly, as If by magic, a new life infused itself amongst the “sage and the wise,” and
soon amidst the clattering of knives and forks,
there came a “feast of reason and flow of soul.”
It was one of those occasions in life, which,
like the

refreshing

oasis of the

desert,

cheers

the weary traveler, giving to future years
at its simple remembrance.
Bbltal.—Our blood

a

joy

boiled, yesterday,
indignation, as we passed along the street, to
see a burly driver of a large omnibus, creep
slily over the top of his carriage, to inflict severe blows with his long whip over the naked
heads and ears of two or three little wee boys
—not over six years old—who were hanging
oil to the rear steps of the carriage.
The littie fellows were trying to steal a ride, it is true,
but

with

kind word would have driven them off
as effectually as blows.
Instead of this, the
heavy whip came down upon their tender flesh,
a

and

they

pain.

off, stinging

started

A merciful

with needless
is merciful to his Is-ast
little defenceless child.

man

—much more so to

a

afternoon, Hon.
James Mann, recently appointed Paymaster
in the army, with the rank of Major, took the
three o’clock train for Washington, to report
for duty. Before leaving it was our privilege
to set down with him and about a dozen friends,
at the Preble House, to a social dinner, and to
*|>end in social friendship a half hour with Mr.
Maun before his departure. The occasion was
a pleasant one, and called forth sentiments and
remarks indicative of the high estimation in
which the new Paymaster is held by his home
Personal.— Yesterday

gratulate the army
Manly Paymaster.

that

they

have at least one

Mustering In.—About one hundred and

sixty men were mustered into the U. S. service
at Camp King, during yesterday, under the supervision of Dr. Tewksbury. The doctor pronounces them to be as tine a body of young
men, as it is well possible to get together, both
as regards their physical and moral abilities.—
It is emphatically a young men’s regiment,
and will, without doubt, win for itself an enviable renown.
been

A dozen

rejected,

some

or

more

recruits "have

for physical disabilities,

and others ou account of bad character.
By
Wednesday next, it is estimated that upwards
of three hundred sound and able-bodied men
will have been received into the service.
People of Portland! You have not yet furnished one-half of the quota required of you.

O, boasted patriotism! O, vaunted devotion!
As it should nr..—The enterprising cashier
of the International Bank of this
city, with
due regard to the accommodation of his customers, as well as an eye to future prosperity,
exchanged a few days since some five hundred dollars In gold for the same amount of
silver change, involving a sacrifice of at least
seventy-live dollars to enable him to pay out
something more convenient than postage
stamps in his daily business. Let others go
and do likewise or not complain, if a discriminating public bestow their patronage where it
is best

appreciated.
Robinson of the Dirigo House, Milk

street, having slaughtered
turtle, weighing
three hundred and seventy-five pounds, did, in
the bouuty and goodness of his heart invite
the press to participate in the demolition therea

dish never graced the board of

an

alderman.

The excursion of the

Spiritualists, to
the Islands, comes off
to-day, should the
weather be pleasant. All wrho desire a good
time at slight expense, should bear it in mind.
For time and other particulars, see advertisement.

cy D. D. Akerman, Esq., chief clerk in
city, has our thanks for

the post-office in this

late New Orleans papers.
Marshal's Sale.—We learn that the
proceeds of the sale of smuggled
IT. S. Marshal Clerk,

cigars,
by
yesterday, amounted to
the snug little sum of about $2,100.
Augustus Robinson, 51 Exchange
street, has Beadle’s Dime “Base-Ball Player"
made

for sale—a nice little manual for those who engage in this healthful sport.

Municipal CourL—July

25.

BEFORE RECORDER MORRIS.

Eliza A.

Libby

and Uriah Cobb were brought
liefore the court this morning on a charge of

drunkenness and disturbance. Found guilty.
Sentenced to pay a fine of three dollars each
and costs.

In default, committed.

Samuel J.

Hazelton, was held to answer to
a eharge of assault and
battery. On motion
of defendant’s counsel,
complaint was quashed
and respondent discharged. J. II.
Williams,
Esq., for government; Vinton & Dennett for
defence.
Michael Cunningham, John Flavin. Andrew

Presley, and William driffiu were
fore the court on a
charge of
in

a

youth

street
of the

brought bebeing concerned

affray. In consideration of the
parties, Recorder Morris merely

sentenced them to pay the
and costs.

nominal fine of $1

of New York

been the cartel of 1812.

This cartel marks

an

tile T inted .States treats with the government
of tlie Confederate States through commissioners.
Tlie publication of tlie heavy list of rebel
losses in the late battles is continued in the
Enquirer. The 7th Va. regimenj, which was
in no engagement but that of the 30th, carried
into action 225 men and lost 111.
Counterfeit notes are largely circulated in

Georgia.
The Enquirer says high prices are still raging, and hucksters are making a mint of shinplasters.
The Enquirer claims that one more confederate victory will end the war. and that com-

and armistice will meet
those necessary preludes to a peace.
and
disorder
Rowdyism
appear to have tlie
upper hand in Richmond.
The Enquirer complains of bogus military
guards who shoot down men wantonly, and do
a great deal of mischief in the
way of robbery
and bruising. It also speaks of straggling desjieradoes, runaways, from camp, whose occupation is stealing, bruising, rowdyism.
The Enquirer has the following:
Chatanooga, July 4.—The enemy is concentrating a large force at Tullahumt,40 miles the
other side of Stevenson. Buell's army is in a
a

truce

tight place.
Tlie Enquirer lias a list of the hospitals in
Richmond, including 15 army hospitals, tl private hospitals, and some 30 hospitals
just opened. Hospital tents, it is stated, are being

erected in Howard's Grove and Mavos and
lli.liitiru

n

ml

stw.

Manchester have been opened for hospitals.
The inflated condition of the rebel paper
currency caused stocks to go up in proportion.
Gen. Johnston’s official report of the Seven
Pines battle is printed under date of June 24.
He charges upon Gen. Huger the fact that the
confederate plan to destroy Keyes’ entire corps
was not realized,
in consequence of his
(Huger’s) delay in getting into position and
for
action.
“We took," he says,
being ready
10 pieces artillery, 11000 muskets, 1
garrison
flag and 4 regimental flags, besides a large
quantity of tents and camp equipage.”
Gen. Lougstreet reports the loss in his command at about 4000, and Gen. Gustavus Smith
reports his at 1283, making a total loss of 4283.
Gen. Johnson states that the federal loss exceeds that of tile rebels by 10,000 men.
The Enquirer says Gen. Stuart’s cavalry had
overtaken a portion of the Yankee force engaged in burning the bridge at Heaver Darn,
and captured 1 Lieut, and ti pri\ ate*. The
prisoners admit that they were engaged in the
recent raid.

Washington,

I

Rappahannock County, July 23. (
The re]«irt recently telegraphed from War-

that Jackson as at or near Gordonsville, is continued from other sources, which
state that he is at Louisa Court House with
24.000 men, and Ewell, with a corps of Jackson's command, is at Gordonsviile,
making a
total of 30,000 men. His present intention is
said to be to assume the offensive, auil break
our lines, anil if successful, to demonstrate
upon Washington, for the
purpose of drawing off
our forces from Richmond.
As many misstatements have been published in regard to the expedition commanded by
Gen. Hatch, it may not bo inappropriate to
make the following statement, as given by a
returned officer: After marching to
Culpepper
Gen. Hatch pushed his whole force to the
in
Rapidan, where,
consequence of the desst ruction of the bridges, (n<l the high state of
the water, he was compelled to leave his artillery and infantry. With his cavalry he pushed
on to Orange Court House, where he learned
the enemy were in large force at Gordonsviile.
He sent a company of the Va. cavalry towards
Gordonsviile, who approached within 8 miles
of the latter place, and confirmed the report of
the enemy’s presence and strength. On Friday, the 18th, two brigades, supposed to be
commanded by Gen. Ewell, made their appearance at Orange, and on Saturday, after severe
skirmishing. Gen. Hatch fell back at Culpepper. On Sunday 28 men of Co. A., X. Y. cavalry, were captured by the enemy, owing, it is
said, to the incredulity of the commanding
officer, who did not believe a statement that
the enemy were advancing in force upon his
outpost station. Two or three men, whose
horses were saddled, made their escape. After returning to Culpepper, Gen. Hatch made
another incursion to Madison, and thence
northward toSperryville,ascertaining that the
enemy were not in force in that direcrion.
That Jackson is in great force at Ixiuisa and
Gordonsviile, is beyond doubt, and that he intends to attack at a very early day, is fully believed. Gen. Hope's forces here have no objection, but rather desire that he will make the
renton

their command, and the articles of war and
the regulations of the army provide ample
means for restraining them to the full extent
required for discipline and efficiency. Soldiers
were called into the field to do battle
against
the enemy, and it is not expected that their
force and energy shall be wasted in protecting
the private property of those most hostile to
the government. No soldier serving in this
army shall be hereafter employed in such service.

■

attempt.
From Washington.

Washington, July 25.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

with the approval of the
Secretary of Treasury, in order that the Act of Congress of the
I7th July inst may be carried into effect more
speedily, to-day submitted a proposition for
the consideration of the Postmaster General
who has considered and adopted them.
Aldermen Faley and Mitchell, and Councilmen Pinckney, Jones,
Hogan, and Reach, of
Xew York, to-day had an exceedingly agreeable interview with the President and Secretary of War, relative to the recruiting of vol-*
unteens and the payment of bounty to them.
The Committee were assured that arrangements would at once be made to have a suitable person at the City of Xew York to
pay
the bounty at the time of the recruits passing

Richmond Sunday last.
The health ol our troops is

ing.

By

rapidly improv-

supplies

will arrive this week.

Special

From New York
New Yoke, July 25.
dispatches from Washington state

that Commodores Shubrick, Luvellette,
Gregory, McKean and Breeze have been selected
by the Navy Department, to examine those

A

a man

To form

ME A

Company fb Join
Regiment,

a

To be

MISCELLANEOUS.

UNION FOREVER I

Decorative Painting.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

ready and mustered into the United States
Service, within ten days!

a

Man!
Laieat from Headquarters !

Bounty paid by

the United States,
State and City,
-Making a total Bounty of-

$160

With

In

forty-eight counties of that portion
of Eastern Virginia lying around Richmond, !
there are 275,757 slaves and 240,480 free popu-

$75

Bounty

JF" A Postmaster in Lincoln county notius of a subscriber to the Times, who don’t

AT

preached by

will be

sermon

BEIVLEUiR’S,

command of

Maj.

Gen.

NILITARY

city to-day.
on the grounds. The Mayor presided.
Speeches
were made by Hon. Mr. Wadsworth, Mr. Banning, Mr. Sprague and Hon. Mr. l’helps. The
speech of the latter gentleman called forth
long continued cheers for old Massachusetts.
Resignation of Secession Council Members
Baltimore. July 25.
All the secession members of the Second
Branch of the City Council have resigned in
compliance with an intimation from Gen.
Wool, that their resignations would tend to
the preservation of peace. A special election
will soon take

loyal

place

Cotton Burning.

Louisville, Kv.. July

There

25.
several commitments to mili-

were

tary prisons to-day.
Advices from Tnsenmbiz, state that 0,000
bales of cotton has been burned by the Guerillas in that neighborhood within ten days.

It is further stated that the rebels propose sellto Union men, ami then, after
getting the gold, to burn it.

ing their cotton

New York Market.
New York, July 25.
Cotton irregular ami lower—saios 500 bales at 40 aj
47 for middling upland.
Flour—Stat© and Western unsettled and 10 cents
State 4 90 a 5 00: Extra do 5 20a
6 25; Hound Hoop Ohio, 5 89 a 5 60; Sup. Western
4 90 a 6 00: Common to good Extra Western 6 15 a
6 40; Southern lower—Mixed to good, 6 26 a 5 HO;
Fancv and Extra 5 85 a 6 80. < auada lower—Extra
6 20 a 6 20.
Wheat 1 a 2c lower, but closing firmer
Chicago
1 10 a 1 16; Breen Bay Spring 1 22 a 1 24;
Choice Milwnukie Club, 114 a 1 19; Amber Iowa,
1 19 u 1 22: Winter Hod Western 1 20 a 1 3»: White
Western 1 35 a 1 40;
Amber Michigan 1 31 a 1 33;
Hed State 1 28.
Corn opened heavy and lc lower—Mixed Western
55 a 50 for old and 51 a 54 tor eastern.
Beef firmer--Mess £10 81 a 10 87; Prime mess 10 00
Prime 8 75 a 9 00.
Sugars more active and firm—New Orleans 9j a 11
Muscovado 8$ a 9; Havana 9; Mauilla 6600 bags at
—

Spring

8$c.

Coffee less active but
Imgs at 22.
Molasses firm—New
44e.
Wool firm.

Freights
a

good
21

at

repair.

dtf

Shetland
SALE,
1^0 ponv,
R

3a 6d

:

to

prices are advancing—Hio
Orleans 34

a

37;

Porto

100

Rico

Liverpool dull—Cotton nominal; Flour

Grain 11

a

12 jd.

Stock Market*
New

steady

Stocks

York, July

25.

and not so active—American gold
£1 161; Pacific Mail 1 10: LT. S. sixo* 1SH1 coupons,
99j; 1'. S. Uvea 1874 coupons 87|; f. S. sixes 1868
coupons 964; Treasury 7 8*10,168; f 8. sixes 1881
Oregon half yearly 9H; Illinois War loan 96.

Sick and Discharged Soldiers from
New Orleans.—The

following

is

a

li»t of

sick and

discharged soldiers from Gen. Butler’s Division, who arrived in New York Wednesday evening:
MAINE REGIMENTS.

J Guptale, Co. K, 14th reg.; J B Batcheldor, K. 14th; A G Shepard. B. loth: E N Stillings. K, 14th; J Sawyer, K, 14th; M Battles,
1. 15th; Ellas Pease, K, 14th: Geo Hawes, C,
15th; .1 J Carter, A, 14th; C *J Jordan, I, 15;
J J O’Connor, 1,15th; C H Moody, G, 14th;
C B Davis, G, 14th; J Cox, G. 14th; GW
Murch, (J, 14th; J W Johnson, G. 14th; G W
Foster, H, 14th: H Hodges. C, 14th: J Morse,
H, 14th; C Work, G, 14th; J II Goodall. G,
14th: J C Hall, C, 14th; J Marston, H. 14th;
G W Hamman, D, 14th; G L Cole, G, 14th;
A L Newcomb, E, 14th; Hiram Huxford, 1,
15th; Win E Ramsey. A, 15th; C C Bean, C,
15th; G Wilcox, 0,15th; G II Hathaway, II,
15th; J A lVrlv, I), 12th; C Maxwell, K, 14;
TKuth, A, 15th; H Thomas, B, 14th, L I*
Gardner, H, 14th; B Lovejoy, D, 14th; GW
Gammon. H, 15th; J Brown, II, 14th; I) II
Morrill, H, 14th; 1* Wyman, H, 14th; WE
Dutton, B, 14th: Moses Cook, I). 14th; A B
Lancaster. D, 14th : I) A Lord. H, 14th; Chaplain J J Brown, 15th; A (’ Waite, R Morse,
K W Browne, A S Smith and I) O Hatch, Co.
G, 15th; G W Andrews. E, 15th; W Richardson, A, 12th; L J Longley, G, 12th; J G Mer"“III,

V*,

-1 —

1*1

«

»*

II

KHVICB,

VT, l.lll,

1111K

urging

mothers to send their sons to the
battle-lield. that she had no boys to send; she

only regretted
for if she had

that she hadn't

they

forty

of

them,

should all go.

The Board of Aldermen of Boston,
have voted $200,000 for the construction of an
inm-chtd Monitor for the defence of Boston

Harbor.
-i?

Rev. Dr. Telit

regiment,

has been

Stockholm.

of the

appointed

Maine

cavalry

U. S. Consul at

he sold on that day,
'VV1,"
?*■*'• A."'H
11 o clock,
II.. at
without

at

J. J. Car-

Summer'

Clothing

I» wiling, regardless of Coat,

Auction,

Tery easy. For information aonly
to JOHN RANDAl.L, on the
premi»es or
store of KANDALL h WOODBURY. „n ( omm.r.
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1882.
j,r

MAGAZINES

MILITARY
with

THE 17th REGIMENT TO RE RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
CORTLAND !

Pony.

dispatch,

and at low

prices.

The

LORD, Kenuebunk Depot.

Largest Inducements Tet!

dim

II.

Celebrated

Of

WORK,

every description, made to order and warranted

to fit.

Clothes

Universal

™

THIS
indispensable

Bargains will be given to those who wish
rj.ODD
V* to
ijurcha«p lira vest on us or Monaments of any
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are
buying a rood article
at tl»e
lowest price.
on Forest Arenac,

Shop

To resident* of Portland having families
week for wife and 50 cento for eacli child.

$1.00 per

-Ever offered in

937 Advance Bounty from Uie
l'. S. Government!

infection to the

One Month’s

Pay from $13 to $22 per month, pay and ration*
to commence from the date of enlistment. Three
years unless sooner discharged.

Maine,

or

obtained at-

be

can

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
F>R
size
style desired—latest patterns and beat

TOTAL

No. 107 Fedoml Street,

TOTAL, ADVANCE,

under the United .States Hotel, where person* can
see the Machine in operation.
CHARLES H. MITCHELL,
Sole agent for the State of Maine.

$167

BOIVTY,

warrant entire sat-

tnachiues,

can

do

103 Middle

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

16h acres Bounty
cruiting office

Land at the close of the

Telegraph Office,

Over

change

Geo. Allen.

Streets.

Portland. July 22, 18fl2.

Ro-

war.

corner
ou

LEACH &

of Middle and ExStreet.

)

} Recruiting

BROWN,)

ATTENTION
Will
If

You

rally

at

MEN !

Recruit,

House

To

Stand by the Flag I

once

And

wanted to fill

are

a

Company

in the

to commence

the

on

are now

will also find

Ladies

Pay

from siflD to

$25

per

FROM THE

and

$43

State

£1-4*0.
ST5 at the Close

j

Or when

day

Work,

per Cent. Five

Do

800

Country Traders

variety,

aad

varied

will do well to cull at their rooms,

144 Middle Street, Portland,
Where may also be

PARASOLS

!

seen

an

extensive sssortment

of

AND

July

of the War,

Usual

Low
A

15th.

Has

Commercial St.,

AND

a

DOESKINS!

To all

IF

Best

PARTNER, with

a

capital of about £2000, in

very lucrative business.
Address •-partner," Box No.
jy 15

JuncSS, 1W2.

dtf

P L E ASURE

428, Portland F. O.
dti

PARTIES]
Ihn

Ttalting
InlnncU, •npplM
with stores at the shortest notice.
EXCrnalOKIST*
Orders

*

FIRST

CLASS

tSevving-Machines.

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

EMPIRE

TRASK &

SHUTTLE.

where
war-

defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotv pes only Fifteen Cents.

FOE FAMILIES

LEWIS,

-AMD-

Market Square, h'd Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1862.

127

Manufacturers.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Boston, Mash.,
“8 the largest and heat arranged Hotel in
the New England States: ia centrally located, ami easy of access *Vom all the routes of
travel.
It contains the modem improve-

1

a

Street, Portland.

180 Fsrr Street wear feel sf Rieka age*
CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland. June 23.
dtf

TOU

not fail to call at No. 27 Market

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
ANl> RADICAL CUKEot SiM-ruiatorrlxea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage geuorally,
Nervousness, Consumption. Epilepsy and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac.—By ROB T J. CULV Eli WELL, M. D.,
Author of the Cuke* Book, Ac.,
‘•A Boon to Tkon«andft of Safferers,”
sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. ('ll. J. C. KLINE, 127 Bowery, New
York, Port Office, Box. 4686.

V

fllHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
A and desirable stock of House-keeping (joods now
in store, as above, comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can tind almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited *•> their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
aud loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will net
tail of proviug satisfactory on examination.

prices

is4md&w

ud Plaid Tin,

Awortraent of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

dtf

Square,
DO
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
rant satisfaction, at
which

Envelope.

Mauled.

Cillery,

General

ft

-WART THE-

A

June 23.

and Dealer in

solicited.

of which attention is especially invited.

%*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland. June 23. 1862.

it.

j

e^PLAINCPt

138 and 140 Middle

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen. and Cotton —many rare and unique styles.
Also
an assortment of the uieer qualities of

price six ckhts.

1

SUMMER SEASONS !

For Dress and Frock Coata, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black aud Colored,
Plain aud Fancy

Flock.

-AXD-

And

GENTLKMEX’S FURXISH1NG GOODS,

sealed

-DEALER IX-

Britannia Van, Idle

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
Wharf.

P. F. VARNCM.
head of Widgery’s Wharf,
d3w is

in

LOXO, J*.

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spring Overcoats aud Business Suits, Rich Black and

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
published,

X.

SAMl'EL ADLAM, Jr„

Importer

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

TITCOMB, Apothecary,
Just

THOMX8,

FURNITURE,

prepared

Teas.
OKA HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
GO do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH ft CO.
je*J8—8m

Notice of Foreclosure*.

4wised

himself by selections from the New
of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
and the public as to

Styles

brands White Wheat Southern Illinois
for families and bakers, for sale by

jy 15

K. 0.

xsSaa

ROBINSON,

137. MIDDLE ST..

CO.

C. E. CRAM.
No. 5 Central Wharf.

dtf

PALMER,

jul7—dtf

^Prices.

30, 1882.

t:.

Widgery’s

Fancy IDry G-oods!

Merchant Tailor,

Corn. Corn.
RIVER CORN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at 3Iechauie Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
Head of

AS [>-

—

M. Q.
our

No. 84 MIDDLE STREET.

dtf

Flour, Cora, and Kye,
BBLS. “Superior” Southern 111.

CHOICE
Hour,

Street.

LACES. EMBROIDERIES,

RIBBONS.

Parlor, OUamber
LEACII

Flour.

;

HOOP SKIRTS. HOSIERY,

SUN UMBRELLAS,

Ail of which will be »oid at

For sale bv

Powder,

MILLINERY. WHITE GOODS.

&c., A','., Ac.

4000 bush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Rye.

j

"NTOTICE is hereby given tliat the subscriber, John
i-1 E. Donnell, of Portland, lu the t'ouuty of Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage, a certain
lot of land, with the buildiusrs thereon, situated in
said Portland, bounded westerly bv Chandler’* Court,
so called,
northerly by land of SVifliuin J. Smith, easterly by land now or formerly of Mrs. Feruald, and
southerly by laud of C. Thomas. Said real estate
having been on the tenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty,
conveyed in
fee and in mortgage to the subscriber,
by Samuel
Swetf, of said Portland, by his deed of that date, recorded in the lb gistry of Deeds for Cumberland
County, in book 299, page 53S. The condition of said
mortgage is broken, aiul the subscriber, by reason
thereof claims a foreclosure of the same, and
hereby
notifies all parties interested, of his claim to foreclose
said mortgage on account of the breach of the condition thereof.
Dated at Portland this twenty-second dav of July.
A. D. MM2.
w3w5
JOHN E DONNELL.

large

u

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

EMBROIDERIES,

CITYj

Bounty

V lUVI’VI

Hank.

Congress

GOODS,

MOHAIR MITTS,

honorably discharged.

ju!2—3wis

DK8TROYIXO-

373

Also,

Handkerchief Perfumes

W.H. C. BECKETT,

I*

Honchos, Ants, Moths, Mosquitoes, drc.

eod2w

Hotel*,

of

the public in general.

ever

Molasses and Sugar.

ILLINOIS

FOR BALK AT THE-

22.

EXTRACTS,

assortment of

CHANGE OF tSKASON !

DONE AT 8HOKT NOTICE.

L. II.

And

them at

VELVET

i 1 II 1I!>S. Cardenas 31 olasses,
ailtJU 2»*» do. 3tu«cavado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar.
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k
jc23—-3m

Twenty Bonds.

July

or-

Confectioners, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,

merchandise!

England,

mills is a vegetable production from Persia, and
A will be found a most effectual destroyer of the
above-mentioned and other insects. It is not poisonous. ami can be used with perfect safety.
For sale by

a

To which they would direct the attention of

HOSIERY.

June

This article of Vitrified Pipe ha* been tested in Europe for ages, aud is now used in immense quantities
in
and is fast taking the place of lead and
iron pipe in this country—all sizes from 2 to 12 inches.

FOR

to ofTer

In almost endless

month.

WILLIAMS, )
Portland. July 15, 1862.

mmUw

Have just reosived

FLAVORING

line of

full

J. I>.

Vitrified Drain and Water Pipe,

Insect

a

DRESS

F. G. SMITH,
)
E. 31. MITCHELL,} Recruiting Officers.

-Also, Agent for the-

July 9.18H2.

prepared

Bounty; $2 Premium,

955

Furnishing Caoodn,

International

91. G. PALMER dfc CO.

GLOVES.

assortment of

lulled Stales Six

To Confectioners!

-LOT

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

be Commanded by Colonel T. A. ROBERTS.

REGISTERS AND VENTILATORS.

jylTdtw

ROBINSON,

LOWER PRICES than

to the

35T“Pay and Rations
of Enlistments^*

;

Company.

All kinds of Tin and Sheet Iron

Market Sqcann.

X

Proprietor*

SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT,

_

complete

Loaf, and nt low rates nt

LARGE, NEW ft SUPERIOR

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,

Recruiting Office in FEDERAL STREET. under United Stair, Hotel, where
,n.

STOVES, FURNACES AND RANGES,
A

A

CQ,

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deop Gold

—or—

-DEALER IX-

From the Barstow Stove

RENEWED by
AND
_MORB18QN h

GOOD NEWS M

Immense Stock

dtf

in all

Portland,

Mouldings

MORRISON ft CO..
jnneWdtfwStJS, Market Square.

Ilare this day marked down their

Officers.

Portland, July 17, 1862.

HOWARD,
•

prices, in quantities to salt ths
made and finished to
MORRISON CO.,
Market Square.

AT

84 Middle Street,

AND ONE MONTH S ADVANCE PAY, making
I'nder Lancaster Hall,

lowest cash
trade. Ship
order by

Exchange

Entrance

W If. SAVAGE,
C’. P. MATTOCKS,
JAMES 31

Warehouse.

A.

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.

BLOCK,

tjr Wanted—a Drummer and Fifer.

The proprietors of the Marlboro' Hotel, Boston,
tell the agent that the Universal Wringer earns them
010 every month.
We have hundreds of other certificate*, but have
not sjtace to priut them.
jylUdtf

F.

...

dfim

GOOD NEWS!

NO. 4 FOX

WiNTunop House. Boston, March 27, 1862.
The Metro|H)litan t Universal Clothes Wringer has

Stove

...

retail, at X, MarSquare,_MORRISON k CO'S.
or

OCRprising every article used in the art.

Street,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

so

been in use in the Winthrop House some four months.
It has proved a great saving of labor, and wrings the
clothes, from a napkin to a blanket or bed-spread,
much dryer than by hand, and with less injury to the
I. H. Silsby, Froptietor.
fabric,
The Universal Clothe* Wringer has been in use in
my family tor two months. It certainly saves much
hard wont. It save* Clothes also, for garments that
are getting old and worn are never cracked or torn
by it, as they are sure to be when wrung by hand. I
therefore cheerfully recoiniueud it as a valuable family assistant.
Lucy Stone.
Orange, X. J., Feb., 1862.
I am nn»*t happy to speak in therm highest terra*
of the Universal Clothes Wringer. The hardest
part
of "washing day” work is. in my oniuion, the wringing; and the inventor of this machine may have the
satisfaction of filling that he ha* changedOue of the
most toilsome part of woman's work into a
very attractive amusement. The laundress looks upon it as
a great blessing.
I could hardly express my approbation of them more highly than by ordering oue, in
these hard times, for my danghter. 1 look upon it a*
among the most useful article* in her house.
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher.
October, 1861.

ws* ran nimyisii. with

Goods ft Chemicals.
stock in this department in complete, cost-

RECOMM KXDATIOXS.
M aulboko’ Hotel, March 27,1862.
The Metropolitan Universal Clotlu*s Wringer has
been in constant use in the Marlboro Hotel for the
last ten months, and gives perfect satisfaction. 1 have
no hesitation in recommending it to geueral use in
private families, and as capable of doing a large
amount of work in hotels.

unilurU-il

prices. At wholesale

Old Frames Re-Gilt,

State.

these

liecps*anlv
for low
ket

*«

purchaser.

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise on goods.

9105 !

Market Square.

SQUARE or oval—every kind called for. TImm
£3 beinr manufactured by onrselvea, except thou

AND TRIMMING GOODS

!

to order by
fc CO., 26,

_MORRISON

Photographic

Agents wanted immediately in every town in the

Any one wishing to try
by leaving orders at store.

workmanship—made

Photographic Frames.

Are unlimited in quantity, quality or
price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

For sale, wholesale and retail at

order,
any size, style or design, of new and
elegaut patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, br
_MORRISON k CO„ 28, Market Square.

Gilt Frames.

Furnishing Goods,

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

in Advance !

Pay

that does not give perfect satisfacbe returned within thirty days, aud money

can

CLOTHING,

wmcn win r»e sold so as to

.*11 OI

Every Wringer

refunded.

or

Adjustable*

This machine adjusts itself as much as any other
In use. and still leaves room to adjust to any extra
heavy clothes. Don’t be deceived by the cry of "selfadjusting” into buying an inferior machine. No selfadjuster will wring small articles well ami admit the
passage of large garments. It requires more than
any "self-adjusting” spring can perform. The universal wringers are made under five separate patents.

Evergreen Cemetery,

>’30—SrnJ, H. OOP A,
or

BURLEIGH’S,

pulled

near

Stevens’ I’lains.

Oval, Square
Kliptical frames, wtth
WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut
Gilt flntah made
to
of

best selected stock of

-and-

Gentlemen's

largest

tion.

largest and

READY-MADE

$40 Additional Bounty to Residents of Portland.

wonderful invention has already become an
comfort for housekeepers, in an
ordinary New England family, it will pay for itself in
six months, bv the saving of the wear and tear of
clothes in washing, it will wring anything, from a
lace collar to the
bed quilt. A girl of twelve
years old can use it without difficulty and the tedious
and severe labor of44 wringing” out the clothi's, which
has always boon the dread of women, and the groat
fatigue of “washing day” becomes the easy work of a
few moments. Buttons are never
off, and the
clothes are never torn, however olu and delicate they
mav he.

Self Adjusting and

The

$45 Advance Bounty from Slate!

Wringer!

Street.

»dtf

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.

$75 Bounty at Close of the War!

RUBBER

DAVIS,
53 Elck,«g«

ii
July 19,1882.

_

The

L.

GRAVESTONES.

CUSTOM

or

and GODEY.

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the best material,

31 Winter St.,
J. F. DAY.

the subscriber, a handsome bav
years old, weighs about 400 pounds,
harness, and reliable for childreu to ride

July 24th,

AUGUST.

HARPER,
FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

by

R. W.
1862.

FOR

AT BURLEIGH'S.

seven

kind in all
drive.

No. 8

ATLANTIC,

Exchange St., or

WHITE

There are few provisions in Chattanooga
ami the citizens are mueh distressed by forced
contributions to supply the rebels.
One bridge is rebuilt on the Murfeesboro
railway, connecting with Bridgeport.
The rebel Gen. Forrest, with his gang, was
at McMineville yesterday.

3s

Inquire

Portland, July lit, 1862.

Slwy Brick DWELLINGGray Street. It ia in

HOUSE,

good repair, and contains ten finished
rooms
If not sold before the 18th
of

To Let*

to fill the vacancies with

Nashville, July 24.
[Special to N. Y. Herald.] The latest accounts from Chattanooga report that the rebel
infantry has crossed the river in force. Their
number is large and three Generals are in
command. The rebel cavalry is heavy in East
Tennessee, their number being stated as high

For Sale.

Of every description,

BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in
good repair.
Also HOUSE Xo. ll Brackett Street,
L containing seven or eight rooms all iu

men.

From Tennessee.

~

GOODS,

A

war

Ac.,

dispensary

MISCELLANEOUS.

Buffalo. July 25.
meeting was held in this
of
Upwards *20,000 people were

An immense

",orT’ Wo. TB Middle Street.
(Fox Block,)and
respectfully invite public atto their large and well
selected stock of

DmgNi Chemical*, Fancy Good*,

rutbers, hefure the children of tbo Second Parish
Sabbath School, to-morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Po|»e.

I

icmion

EOK SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

Rev. Dr.

Drug Store

An<1 aoHelt a share of public
patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals
mid best stock
of drugs the market alfords, and a
careful attentsok
in the
to merit the conSdeoea
department,
or the public.
CHA" » < Koawaa.
tho*. h roon.
Je24tf

1G3 HVXiddle Street.

Religious Notice,
A

ISTew

STREET,

RALLY TO THE FLAG !

“eair” to take the Press. Nor do we care, if
lie will only pay up for four year’s arrearages.

HUDSON, Jr.,

UROSMAN A POOR,

GRANVILLE M. CHASE, I Recruiting
WM. M. CUSHMAN,
( Officers.
tf
July 22,1862.

fies

Ac.

L5 Middle Street, nearly opposite
junction of
jull4d4w
_Free .Street.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Land at the close of the War!

OFFICE 168 FORE

ty. An ex-M. C. out West has 42 feet of
boys in the service of their country—seven
sons averaging six feet in bight.

kinds at

to the

public.
JOHN II.

at the Close of the War!

160 Acres of

lation.

long and thorough

No.

Bounty of

a

all

manner
as

apprenticeship
mechanicml brMscb of the business,
and several years study
in 'he higher branches of the
art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work In the most
elegant styles, and be hopes by diligence and con*
staut attention to busiuess to merit the
of
i—
patronage
-a
the

-O-

ADVANCE!

IN

Sn

A

In addition to the

in London whose esti-

execute in
artistic
WILL
Ornamental
Tainting, such

Sign*. Banner*, Landscapes,
Figures, Flowers, Scroll Work,

NEW BEOBUITS WANTED!

-An offer is made of-

lO Dollars to

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr„
No. 175 Middle Street, Portland,
Me.,

Maine

a

NOWIN THE FIEL D.

mated annual income is two and a half million
pounds sterling. Poor fellow.

2yj

MORE

WANTED!

ny we have heard. There is one feature about
this new magnetic method of healing which
commends itself. If it do not effect a cure, it
can do no harm, as it entirely dispenses with
medicines. Of course this novel curative process will encounter unbelief, and the old stale
charge of‘humbug;’but the ‘bug’ that will
‘hum’ out a cure for wasting disease, Is the bug
for us. It will be seen by a card in another
column that the Doctor is to remain in town
for sometime.”

iy There is

FEW

DRY GOODS.

Enthusiastic War Meeting.

was

Col. Clark. Commissary of the army, has decided on furnishing troops with
vegetables
fresh from tin- Northern market. The first

MILITARY.

Chief of Staff.

Kilgore, G, 12 tli; S M Taylor. G, 12th; AC
Sweet, K. 14th ; F H Sweet, K. 14th : A Wilson, E. 14th; (' L Lent, 1), 12th; ,1 M Barker,
A. 12th; Jesse Rose, E, 14th; L (Joplin, E,
14th; (' L Newton anil O J Whetton, A, 12th;
Titos M Johnson, E, 12th; S Charles,do do;
G S Nichols, do do; J A Poor, A, 12th; L C
Sargent, E. 12th; J G Sargent, I, 14th; C
me meuicai examination.
Clapp, 1,14th; A Rowell, 1,14th; J L Stacy,
Among other interesting matters, Secretary Stanton stated i 1, 14th; RE Stacey, do; J F Palmer, 11,1:1th;
N P Bennett, 1, 14th: Quartermaster's Serthat a general exchange of prisoners had been
geant C A Chaplin. 12th: <1 G C Buzzell, 1),
decided upon and that Col. Corcoran would be
in New York in ten days. This visit of the I 14th; N Chamberlin. 1), 14th: Jas Merrill, G,
14th: J R Brown, G, 12th; Jas Emerson, E,
Committee will doubtless be productive of
12th: John Rook, B. 15th; Jas A Cromwell,
much good to the volunteers from New York.
B, loth; J J Perry, 11. 15th: T L Wilder, A,
From accounts recently received Irom the
15th; GE Doyle. B. 15th; W Mountfort, B,
head quarters of the Army of the Potomac,
loth; HCMuch, 11,15tli; ZSmall, Jr, B, 15th;
the official report of the buttles before RichL S Maxim E, 14th: S Parker, E, 14th; C A
mond state that the killed, wounded, missing
Moore. 11. loth: 11 M Gould, 11, 15th: G J
and prisoners, will approximate to 16,000.
A general Court martial is ordered to conLally, B. loth; J E Pinkham, K, 14th; J A
vene at Fort Niagara, N.
Y., on the 3d of Frost, E, 14tl»; Geo E Cobh, E. 14th ; C C Lee,
August, or as soon thereafter as practicable, for E, 14th; R Samuel, K, 14th; Geo Horn, dodo;
Samuel
D, 12th; Steyhen Chick, K,
the trial of such prisoners as may be
brought 14th; J Doble,
B Stephens, do do; R F Chase, B.
before it.
E
C
loth;
Douglas, B, 15th; E Jackson, C,
14th; E Leighton, K, 14th; John Blake, do do;
From the Army of the Potomac.
Horace Hilton, do do; T E Goodwin, do do;
A Chellis, do do; C II Libbey, B 14th; W C
llEASqVABTtXS AkMY OF l’oTOAIAC 1
ltowill. K, 14th ; R Powers, do do.
July 24. f
Reliel officers who met the last tlag of truce
I
stated that Capt. Riddle, of (ion. McClellan's
*1F' A lady said to us, w hile Gen. Howard
staff, was not killed in the late battles but died
at

£3f”Tlip Bridgton Reporter, of May 9th‘
speaking of Du. Thomas, whose advertisement may be found in another column, says:
“This gentleman, who has been here over a
week, lias, if report speaks truly, effected a
number of cures and partial cures by the novel
though perfectly natural mode of healing
which he pursues. The recent proprietor of
this paper, Mr. Noyes, who has suffered much
from neuralgia, lias been greatly relieved by
the Doctor, as also have others whose testimo-

Geo. Russell.

(Signed)

lower—8uperfine

From the Army of Virginia.

Little

General Order No. 13.

Headquarters Army ok Virginia, 1
Washington, July 25. f
Hereafter no guards will lie placed over private houses or private property of any
description whatever. Commanding officers are responsible for the conduct of the troops under

important era in the war. It is the acknowledgement of our quasi nationality. We are by
it made belligerents, and the government of

missioners for

Prom Portress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, July 24.
The steamship Daniel Webster, from N. Y.
reached here last evening, on her way to Harrison's Landing with fresh vegetables Ibr the
army, an article the have been suffering for for
a long time.
The flag of truce boat Canonier went up
James river yesterday morning and returned
early this morning. She only remained 10 minutes and then steamed off in the direction of
York river.
The steamers S. S. Spaulding and Knickerliocker arrived here last evening, with (KJO
Union prisoners from Richmond. The Knickerbocker goes to Philadelphia anil the S. it
Spaulding to New York. They will both
leave here for their respective destinations.
A large Union force of artillery is reinforcing those already at Yorktown.

Cavalry.

Washington, July 25.
The Richmond Enquirer of the 23d, says:
“Tlie basis of the exchange of prisoners lias

of.

Finding so desirable a case to dissect, we
of course hap|>ened in, and in
justice to friend
Robinson would say that a more palatable

Orange.

Interesting from the South.

friends.

Mr. Mann's post office address for
the present will be at Washington. We wish
him all sorts of prosperity, and feel to con-

at

Cotton Burning.

glowing recital
stepped in, and

of his past life, the “Press”
while the dew-drops of emotion stood upon
the brows of his auditors, the youth exclaim-

Papers.

Stonewall Jackson's Intentions.

The youth, now a man, in
of his heart, shed tears of anguish

he reflected upon the past twenty-one years

as

Exchange of Prisoners.

Rebel Forces at Tallnhuna.

of Portland.

out

entitled to promotion under the Naval grade
aet, conferring the ranks of rear Admiral Commodore, and the board consists of retired offi-

,_jtueuts, and every convenience lor the coinfort and accommodation of the travelling
The sleeping rooms are large ami well ventilated;
the suits of rooms art* well arranged, and completely
furnished lor families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept a* a first class
Hotel in every respect.
LEWIS RICE, Proprietor
d7mis
Boston, January, 1862.

public.

LIPTIC.

Every Machine fully Warranted.
STOKER &
«r)S

A*

julldtf

Ct’TLER, General Agents.
60

Middle*

Street,

PORTLAND,

Mi

POETRY.

_THE

The City of the Living.

Expressly

No fear of parting, no dread of dying
Could ever enter there—
No mourning for the lost, no anguished crying
Made any race less fhir.
Without the city's walls, death reigned as ever,
And graves rose side by side—
Within, the dwellers laughed at his endeavor,

Butter*

cold

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.

And hurrying from the world’s remotest quarters,
A tide of pilgrims flowed
Across broad plains and over mighty waters,
To find that blessed abode.
never death should come between, and sever
Them from their loved apart—
Where they might work, and will, and live forever,
Still
heart to heart

Where

holding

And so they lived, in happiness and pleasure,
And grew in power and pride,
And did great deeds, and laid up stores of treasure,
And never any died.

striving

Cordage,
Boltrope,
do.

Cement—per bbl.
Drug* and Dyes.

(irew weary of their bliss.

Sulphur.

Sal Soda.

Camphor,.

4 ‘ream Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo, Mauilla, fine.
Madder,.

Craving, with wish that new no more denying,
80 long had it been crossed,
The blessed possibility of dying,—
The treasure they had lost.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.
< amphene.

the current of rest-seeking mortals
a broader tide,
Till none were left within the city’s portals,
And graves grew green outside.

Daily

Swelled to

Ours were indeed a fhte deserving pity,
Were that sweet rest denied;
And few, methinks, would care to find the
Where never any died!

Saltpetre.

Vitriol.

American Hotels.—I cannot say that I
like the hotels in these parts, or indeed the
mode of life at American hotels in general.—
In order that I may not unjustly defame them,
I will commence my observations by declaring that they are cheap to those who choose
to practise the economy which they encourage. that the viands are profuse in quantity
and wholesome in quality, that the attendance
is quick and unsparing, and that travellers are
never annoyed by that grasping, greedy hunger and thirst after francs and shillings, which
disgrace in Europe many English and continental inns. All this is, as must be admitted,

past all praise.

It is wrong to say that Americans will not
talk at their meals. I never met but few who
would not talk to me, at any rate till I got to
the far West; but I have rarely found that they
would address me first. Then the dinuer
comes early; at least it always does so in New
England, and the ceremony is much ot the
same kind.
You came there to eat, and the
food is pressed on you almost od nauseam.—
But as far as one can see there is no drinking.
In these days, I am quite aware that driuking
has become improper, even in England. We
are apt at home to speak of wine as a thing
tabooed, wondering how our fathers lived and
swilled. I believe that as a fact we drink as
much as they did; but nevertheless that is our
theory. I confess, however, that I like wine.
It is very wicked, but it seems to me that my
dinner goes down better with a glass of sherry titan without it. As a rule I always did get
it at hotels in America But I had no comfort
with it- Sherry they do not understand at all.
Of course I am only speaking of hotels. Their
claret they get exclusively from Mr. Gladstone, and looking at the quality, have a right
to quarrel even with Mr. Gladstone’s price.—
But it is not the quality of the wine that I
hereby intend to subject to ignominy so much
as the want of an opportunity
for drinking it.
After dinner, if all that I hear be true, the
into
the hotel bar
gentlemen occasionally drop
and “liquor up.” Or rather, this is not done
specially after dinner, but without prejudice as
to the hour, at any time that may be found desirable. I also have “liquored up,” but I cannot say that I etyoy the process. I do not iutend hereby to accuse Americans of drinking
much, but 1 maintain that what they do drink,
they drink in the most uncomfortable manner
that the immagination can devise.—[Anthony

Trollope.
Postal Incident atNokwich.—A young
man from the rural districts went to the postotflee the other day, at Norwich, with a banknote for a dollar's worth of stamps.
He was
told that paper money was not received. He
went for Spanish quarters.

life attendant,
apiece.”

uiriu

nun

“tor more than

naiu

me

twenty

jiir
cents

9

27 @
®

28
23

21)®

22)
none.

11 (5)
13 ®

11)

103®

11
15
13

13)

14)®
12)®
1

20 ® 1 30
08®
16 ®

17®

22
4

<®
®

small.
Ftoli,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, $> bbl.
Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
bbl.
Mackerel
Bay No. 1.
2.
No.
Bay
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
**
3 (large).

“(medium).

“(small).

••

lj

12

4)

93]®

3)

00

2)®

2)

03 ®

06

28 ®
68 ®
44 ®

00
00
00

none
none
none
none

50 ®
25 ®

55
45
A

37
2 75
25 n 2 50
25 « 1 50
12 ^ 1 37]
«

2 00

@ 2 50
none
tv,

25

15 g)

18

22

7 60
6 00

^800
<g 6 60
none

7 60

8 76
6 00 (a 6 60
4 76 a 6 00
3 76 \& 4 00
a

Soil Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

18 -S
25 ig
(«)
32
2 25

common.

Elerne.
Lemons, bx.
Raisins—
Blue, cask.
Black.

Bunch, box.

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.

a.
a

W
3)
12
35
2 50

none
15 a

6 00

Orang**s.

20
6 50

«

none.

8 00 §10 00
8 20 a 3 40
3 50 a. 3 02
07 («
08
8] ® 10]

Flour—Portland

inspection.
Superfine.

Fancy.
Extra.

Family.
Extra Superior.

Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

Canada super No. 1.

fancy.

extra.
sujierior extra.
Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour
lb.
Corn 3Ieal.

4 75 5. 5 00
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
f»
6
6
4

3

00
62
(JO

5
6
o
G
60 (o 7
25 n. 5
00 5 5
25 « 6
26 •• 6
62 (a 6
25 a 5
24 « 6
a

50
00
25
50
621
25
50
50

76
6o
60

50 §• 7 00
87
26
02
50

Rye.

Gats.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, 3fixed.

a

Gunpowder.
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
flay.
net ton, Screwed.

Hay, Loose.
Hides and Skias.
Slaughter Hides.

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hap*.

^

3 75

94

95
55
tv
66
tv
65
a
62
« 19 00
«24 00

60 «$

66
64
60
17 00
22 00

Sort, 1861.

4 10 @ 4 3ft
6 50 ^ 7 25
12 80
13 00
6
09
1 60

a

14 00

«16 00

80

a

75

a

40

tv

6
10
1 70
1 25
1 00
90
70

16

@

16

1 15

(a)
tv
a
a

ran.

3

Swede.

6} a)
6j«

Norway.

Cast Steel.
German Steel.
Blis. Steel.

English

Soring.

Iron, English.

Irou, Russia.
Iron, Russia ini't.

Lard.
Barrel, ^ lb.
Kegs, 4» lb.

'a)
8(<t
18 jv
8

06]
19

(a.
a>

12]
15

w

9

6]o;

16

00
00
00

a;

6j

18

nid. wts.

6$@
7

00
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50
00
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7

7i

@

6 @
74
12 q>
12)
1 37 nj 1 62
6
2] ry
12 (3)
15
8
7 £
12
17
9 q)
11
4 ka)
6
6 60 ^ 8 50

£

Geese.

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p lb.

6J@

7

40@

45

Rum*

Rum, Portland distilled.
Salrralu*.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverjmol,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.

5)3)

2 50 @ 2 75
2
2 374
2 12fq> 2

124qj

20

64@

64

2}q)
9

2)

00 @ 9 50
7?
64

4j

@

16

40 @
22 £
20
20 aj
65 a)
75 04
18 oj
14

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

£

£

3 00
2 50
3 (X)

u

£

£

3 25
0 00
3 25

71

8)
none
none

8 &

8|

813)
11

104
11
11
12

£

91q)

121
121

£

q)

12,
12

8i@

9
6

12} «t

6] ffi

Teas*
T<*a, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong. *.
Tea, Souchong.
Tobacco.

✓

75
75
60
45

@ 1 00
«

£
<•

45 ^
40 a)
35 aj

6’s and 10‘* best brands.
6’s and Id’s niodium.
6’s and 10's common.
ball' pds. best brands.
half pds. medium go*»d.
half |»*ls. common..
Natural Leaf, pds.
Fancy, in Foil.

60 ^
45 <•}
40 a)
60 ,ai
1 00 &

Tin.
Banca, cash.
Strait*, cash.

88

a)

34)®

1 00
75
50
60

43
3s
65
48
4-3
75

1 60
00

35)

9 75 «10 00
11 60 a 12 00
7 75
8 00

Sail.

31
40
23
26
14

Kahdng.

India.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
< oach Varnish.
Dainar Varnish.

M
«
a,

gj

33
00
31
00

14)

2 00 r® 2 50
2 60 a 4 00
2 25 S 2 50

Wood.
Hard, retail.
Soft,

6 00
4 00

® 6 25

5

6 00

Wool.

••

14

••

44

...

Oakum.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene lllumiuat'g Oil
Machine.
Clariue.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter..
44
44
Summer.
Crand Rank aud Ray ChaleurShore.

Linseed.
Boiled,.

9

fa)

9$

30 @ 0 33
75
33
1 60 @ 1 65
(52 (a)
64
58 a
GO
17 Oft «18 ftft
10 00 « 17 Oft
93 tv
95
97 ^
99
~

and

telegraph.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is a large, well-filled, carefully edited, and neatly
printed weekly paper, intended specially for general
circulation throughout the State.
the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political prinBoth of

ciples

and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the
State.

Politically,

the Preps will give an earnest, cordial,
generous support to the administration of Ap.raham Lincoln, wiio in little more than one year, has

and

indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
a9 an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not 'only in
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RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

of 10

duty
imported

production.

per ceut. is levied on al
direct from the place ol

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—80 per cent.
BITTER.—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax,8c.,
lb.

Tallow, 2c., per

COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, (Yee, other
foreign Bituminous 81; all other kinds 60c per tou.
COFFEE.—6c per ft.
CORDAGE.—Tarred 2)c p ft. Manila 2c p ft, all
other 3c p ft.
DRUGS and DYES.—Per ft. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
and all others used for nu*diciual
purpose* or tine
art*,) Aloe*. A*saf<rtida, Ammouia, f antharides.
Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap, Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla, Sponges. Verdigris, Vanilla Beaus, 10 per cent, ad val.—Tlydriodalo
and PrusMHte potash, Peruvian Bark, 16 |#»r cent. ad
val.—( itrie Acid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass, Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue nr wliite Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 |>er cent.—
Copperas. 26c p 100 ft.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
100 ft*.—Alum and Sago, 60c p 1W ft*.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p ft.—Opium. 81 p ft.—Balsams and
80
p cent.—Alum, Sal
Sulphate Quinine, Hi Carb
Soda and Soda Ash jc p ft
Soda, ( austic
Soda. Liquorice Root, 1 c p ft. and ground do 2e p
ft. Liquorice Paste. 5c p lb.—Refined Camphor
and Cream Tartar, 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle Salts, Gum Copal, and others gum*
or resinous substances used for same purposes as Gum
Copal, 10c p ft.—Roll Brimstone, 86 P ton.—Oil
Cloves, 70c p ft.—Morphine, 81 p or.—Alcohol, 4<*c
p gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p ft
DYE WOODS.—Free.
DUCK.—26 P cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—80 t> cent, ad val.

Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
in
into
effect great principles of
necessity
carrying
political economy, and inasmuch as ,the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
hibit and defend sound

and inasmuch

present

seems

as

it is the

competent to

ciples underlying

only party
the

conserve

which at

great prin-

all free

Governments, the Preps
cordially sustain the organization of that party,
a design to foster a mere partizan spirit, but

not with

in the full couiciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and affords the
results

only available means of accomplishing such
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

as a

It will neither seek

Augusta lor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Waterviile,
Kendall’s Mills aud Skowhegan, and at Keudall’s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 6.80 A. M., and
Bath at 6.80 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the

men

eudorsc any compromises
in rebellion against the laws of the laud,

inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of

but will

democracy—that
majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

all true

the

may be proper to say, that while the 1’reps will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

sanc-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, May 5, 1862,
wSMg—jWPtrains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and t aimington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

CJUMUMD

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdars, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Cauton, Peru
aud Dixfield; returning
opposite days.
Stage leave* North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingtield, on Wednesdays and Satur-

returning on Mondays and Fridays.
days,
Stages leave
Farmington daily,

Phillips.
Passengers

lb.

for

Strong, Avon

for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.

Farmington May 5,1862.

JuneSSdtf

m&m THROUGH TICKETS
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

To

BY THE

ERIE
Via

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

asd

provided

can .ave

office.

LITTLE, Aokkt,
ittfice 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing ticket, at this

June 23.

Press, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with uo uncertain voice, arc

proposed

for the

do not lose

sight of

the fact that true

have hon-

men

The

ism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
encourage unity of purpose aud harmony of act-

ion among all loyal men.
Aside from its political
be

earnestly

devoted

department, the

Press will

fo the advancement of the best

interests of the
ment will in

given

tion will be
an

to the Commercial and Maritime

conductors to make
indispensable institution of the .State, and a geIt will be the aim of its

interests.
it

no

city and State. Its Local Departcase be neglected.
Particular atten-

nial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the

people

energies

the work before

to

that shall be true to the popular instincts.
The Portland Daily Press is printed with

tirely
type,
daily in Maine, and
days excepted.) at 85
new

on

sheet

a

as

large

issued every

as

en-

for

six

and well filled with the

of the

week, and origand selected Political, Agricultural, Literary and
it
reading, making specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at 81.60 per
id
year,
variably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jirc netr $ubscribert, cash iu advance,
an extra copy will be sent gratis.
news

inal

Miscellaneous

N. A. Foster,

J. T. (iiLMAS,

>

J. It. Hall.

)

N. A. Foster & Co., Publishers.

Portland, May 19. 1*3.

or

International

J. L. FARMER,

1*3.

TWO

State

Cumberland

DANIEL ELLIOT,
LUKE ltRoWN,
O. G. COOK,

Rep. Com.

EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL.
CHAKKLS H. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE.
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
oREN KINO.
WILLIAM oRAY,
JOHN M STEVENS,
AUO. F. OEKISII.
FRANC IS E. PRAY,
WM II. PLUMMER.

H.

Co.

Republican
C'itv Conuuittcof
Portland.

H ^

Y,

TRIPS PER WEEK.

On and after April 28. the Steamers "NEW
BRUNSWICK
and
“FOREST CITY” will, until further notice, leave P. S. k P. K. R.
wharf, loot of mate Street, a* follows:
Steamer "New Brunswick,” ( apt. F^. B. Winchester, will Irate for FIabtport and St.John every
MONDAY, at 6 o'clock. P. 31
Returning will leave St. John every THURSDAY
MORNING, at 8 o'clock, for Eabtport, Portland
and Boston.
Steamer "F'orest City,” Capt. E. F’iklp, will leave
for Eabtport ami St.John every THURSDAY at
6 o'clock P 31.
Through tickets are sold by this line connecting at
Eastport with stago coaches for Machiab, and
with Steamer
Queen for Robhinston, Calais. St.
Stephens, and St. Andrews, and at the latter place
over Railw’av for Canterbury; from thence
per
staue coaches for WooPBTorK and FIoijlton. which
is the chcaf»o*t and most expeditious way of reaching
the ArtH>st«H)k County.
We also ticket through per Steamer* and Railwavs
for Windsor, Halifax, Dioby, Fredericton,
Scsskx, Moncton, Shkdiac, Prince Khwakh
Island, Pictou, North Shore of New Brunswick, Minimu m, and Bay DB Chalkur.
C. C EATON.
June 23.
dawtf

lUrCMROi

GENUINE MEDICINES.
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFCMERY,
AND FANCY GOODS,
APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACKS,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,
-A LSO-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
And

Dye-Stuffs,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And all

other articles usually kept iu

a

Drug aud

l'aiut Establishment.

ffT State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je23— lindaw
For Sale.

•

July 11,18«2.

dlw

Hoard*.

July

dim

No. 90 Commercial Street.

BOTTOM.

Sold In Portland by Emkry k Watemhocse.

White'* Patent Alarm

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

Sold at

Fa »baji'»

8cal« Wiimorii. 118
Boatox. by
FAIRBANKS k BROWN.

Milk Stkcjki

HENRY JONES,
I>KALKK IX

SHIP TIMBER AND PLAHZ
HACKMETA C KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS. and a general variety
of Ship Stock.
of Oak Timber and Plank

Cargoes

der.
92 State

furnished to

or-

St.. Boston. WharflfiO Border St., E. Boaton.

FAIRBANKS A HEARD,
WHOLESALE DEALER IK

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
ANl) MINERAL WATER.
Kuildixo, Howard St.,
BOSTON.

Howard Athjiekum

DRAUGHT ALE ASD PORTER.

BURXETT8
As

KALLISTON,

Wash for the

Complexion has no equal. It la
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
and is admirably adapted to all unnatural condition#
of the skin ; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, Redness and Roughuen* of the skin, ke.,
curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bitea
of Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. Prepored by Joseph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for sale by
a

all dealers.

PREMATURE LOSS
Which is

so common

prevented by the

of

use

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days.

may be

entirely

BtraWRTT’a Cocoa nva.

has been list'd in thousands of

eases

It

where the hair

coming out in haudfulls. and has never failed to
decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorous growth.
It is at the same time unrivalled as a
dressing for the hair. A single application will renw

as

arrest its

der it soft and glossy for several day*. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett A Co., Boaton, and for sale by al
dealers.

NEW
CORNER

WATER AND CONGRESS 8T-,
BOSTON.

OF

Ashael
Formerly
er

in

STORE.

PAINT

Wheeler, Ag’t,

Colon Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS. VARNISHES,
AbiI Painter*’ Supplies

Generally,

Sta-

ple Brags, Sponges, Gama,
AMD—

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

julUeodtw

MACHINE CUT FILES.

Notice.

PROPOSAL8

THE
!

\

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Are now ready to snpplv every description of tbeir
Machine Cut Files, warranted superior to all othin use.

ers

j

|
j

OFFICE

NO. 34

AND SALESROOM:

KILBY STREET,
(Corner of Central.) Boston.

FAMILY

Mourning

20 WINTER ST., BOSTON,

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills A Forristall,

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,

Established for the sale of
Ami Millinery Exclusively.
*<Sw4
8. 8. WILLIAMS.

IMPORTER and dealer is

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN.

FANCY
j

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
28 and 30 Federal and 106

can

place.

wly

&

JAMES

ltonton.

be found at the above

June 28.

Book, Card

OFFICE, 114 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
All goods received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST CLASS CLIPPER SHIPS, sailing promptly on their advertised days. The only real prompt
line of ships from the Atlantic Ports.

Congress Streets,

ADDISON W. BANFIELD.

Forristall

-LINE FROM-

Boston to San Francisco.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

P. J.

ULIDDEX A WILUAiVS’

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

j
1

Store,

A. W. BANFIELD,

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED
9.

118 Milm Street,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymarch 8t.,

July,

ly

Shipping:

long

fist’s,

“Proposals

will In- received till Tliurwl.r, 8 I’.
31.. July 24th, by the Committee on Public Buildings. tor building a Double Three Storied Brick
School House on the Winslow' lot ou Cumberland
Street.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the City
Engineer's Office, New City Building. 3Ir. G. M.
Harding, architect, will furnish anv farther iuformation that may be desired, at his office.
The Committee reserve the right to accept such
proposals as under all circumstances they shall consiiler most favorable for the interest of the City, or to
reject all proposals offered.
W. W. TH03IAS, Chairman.
julBtd

beginning
formerly
by

ONE

their

proposal*

]\oti»'«‘ of I'orct'losiire.
WTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber,

by

am

COMPLETE VARIETY:
as Hay. Coal. Railroad, Platform. Counter.
I>rugand Butcher’s Seales; Beams,
Weights, Ac.,
or sale at our Warehouse,
A

propo—l*

of the

Samxv
uel S. Webster, of Portland, In the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
at the most southwestCounty, bounded,
of Royal Leigherly corner of land now or
ton. thence easterly and northerly
the sainc to land
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
laud of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly ami westerby the same to land owued by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip (iammoD to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the first bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobbs or bis assigns to pass and repass through
said promises. Said real estate having been conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Micah Sampson by Dependence H. Furbish,
bis deed of August 22,1856, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, in book 2H3, page 397; which
mortgage was duly assigned by said Micah Sampson
to Samuel S. Webster. June 30, 1862, as will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded iu said Registry,
to all of which records reference is to be had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of sai(1 mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, ami do hereby notify
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
mort gage, on account of the breach of the conditions
thereof.
Dated at Portland this first dav of July, A. D. 1862.
SAM L S. WEBSTER.
jul2-w3w*

ratnahle improvement»
and skill suggest.

work progresses.
The
are to be endorsed "Proposals for
Paddle- H keel Steam Machinery,** to distinguish
them from other business letters.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or
all of the
made under this advertisement,
if, iu its opinion, the public interests requires.
No pro)H>sals will be considered except from proprietors of marine engine buildiug establishments.

TO

ght Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwajd, payable at any Bank iu (treat Britain or Irelaud constantly for sale.
For Passage Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Drafts,
or for further information, Address,
CEO. WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

of the best Stands iu the city for the retail
Grocery and Provision Business, together with
the lease of the Land.
For particulars apply to
H. K. HINKLEY, 122 Cumberland Street.

experience

irom asie oi rrmnunw.

S

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

SCALES.
These Seales are still manufactured
only by the original Inventor*, who
ar*a constantly adding such real and

The contract will embrace the u«ual conditions, and
payments will be made in the usual manner a* the

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. j*20. Also. Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturdav, and from Liverpool every Wednesday.* and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Fra age, f75. 3d Class, j*30.

DEALER IN-

wftwl

premium standard

ready

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE STS.,

28, 1862.

FAIRBANKS

whip

THAYER&WARREN, L-_—r
Proprietor

June

ash-pits.

^feforGeo. Warren,

JWjCafgilL

One bottle warranted to enre every ease of Piles; two
bottles in ail other cans of the above diseases; if
not,
dealers are reijnostcd to refund the
money in erery
ease.
Only live bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of lsttar*
and certiflrates are now in the
proprietor's possession,
which can be seen on application. Send for Circular
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLS, Chemist, 71
I mice street, Boston.
Sold evert where.
Certificates with each bottle.

placed
Length

Republican
Committee.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,

Steamship Company.

AGENTS.

in

THE OJILT St'RE CURE

paddle

dtf

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

EUGENE HALE,

R. It. FULLER.
C. 11. It WimiDBURY,
T. HARMON.
E WOODBURY,

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

It

For BLEEDING. BLIND, and ITCHING PILES
LEPKOSY, SCROFULA, SALT KHF.UM,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

planed.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class,
First Class, $67 to $82—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grauu
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Flxcursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. £160.
Apply to FMmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

of Maine.

LEON A R D AN DRFAYS,
SAMUEL K SPRING,
NELSON mNGLEY, JR.,
K. S. STEVENS.
N. A. FARWELL.
S. P. STUD KLAND,

Mail Line.

to

FOWLE S PILE AND HUMOR CURE.

piston*;

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A 31 ERIC AN. NOR W EG I AN. J FRA.
Bohemian, anglo saxon, nova SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturdav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland j»er Grand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

People
May.

Portland.
86 West Street,

OCEAY STEAMSHIP CO’S

No. 10
June 23. 1862.

proposals

THF.

dtf

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the

endorsed

directed

or

it.

must Ik*

he

to me
engaging elsewhere. Remember that 1 am Hie originator or the 26 cent
package stationery, and also N E. Agent for H. H. Lloyd
k Co's celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Huttre’a
line Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may bs
safely said, that 1 have the best assortment of ths
most saleable article* for the times that can be found
For particulars, address B. B.
BUSSELL, 615 Washington Street, Boston.

NAVY DEPARTMENT will, until th.- JBtli
receive sealed proposals for the
day of
construction of steam machinery for Paddle Wheel
Steamer*.
Each steamer will have one iuclincd engine of not
lass than lfiO cubic feet displacement of piston per
stroke; the length of the stroke to be about 8 feet 9
inches. The trauie to be of yellow pine, strongly
kneed, bolted and braced.
There w ill Ik* a file wall’s surface condeuser. in which
the condensing surface will be composed of drawn
brass tubes live eighths inch outside diameter; tube
and followers of brass; total area of condensing surface 2500 square feet; capacity of air-pump (considered as single acting) 25 cubic lect; capacity of circulating pump (considered as single acting) 25 cubic feet:
inlet and outlet pipe* to pump# to have a net area of
not less than two-third*# of the pump's
receiving aud delivery valves of pumps to have a net
area of opening of not lens than one and a half time
the area of the pumps’ pistons; valve seats of bra##;
valves of guin.
The cylinder i# to have braes balance poppet valves
of 17 and 18 inches diameter; valve seats of bra*#.—
Steam valve to be arranged with Stevens’ cut off.—
The whole valve gear to be finished and arranged
for working hooked on back a# well a# ahead.
The cross-head to be of wrought iron and finished.
The cranks to be of wrought iron, tnrned and
The shaft to be of wrought iron turned. Toe cutboard journal is to be three feet in length.
All cylinder covers, valve-chest and pump bonnets,
with their bolts and nut# and link# aud connecting
rods to Ik* finished.
A plunger feed pump and bilge pamp. of brass, to
be provided of 2j cubic feet capacity ; valves of gum,
to have a net opening of twice the capacity o? the
pump.
The pumps are to be worked by wrought Iron arms,
turned and planed.and secured
upon a turned wrought
iron abaft, w high Is t«» be work ad fraa tbs ssabs mss
head by flushed liuks, aud wrought iron levers, turned andplaned.
The
wheel is to be overhung, to Its of
w rought iron, and
feet 8 inches in extreme diameter. raddles to Ik* twenty-four iu uumtar, 8 feet 9
iuehe# long, and 15 inches wide.
There are to be two Martin boilers
opposite
each other, with tire-room between.
of boiler 1* feet, width 10 feet 6 inches, height about 9 feet 8
inches; to contain five furnaces each; the furnace to
be three f»*et wide; length of grate 6 feet 6 inches;
total grate surface 195 square feet; total heating surface not less than 5000 square feet. Shells, with the
exception of the bottoms, to be of 5-lfi inch plate;
bottoms, fun aces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate; to be double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic test pressure of 60 pounds per square inch*.
Each boiler is to have a No. 4 Dimptcl blower blowing into the hack of the
All the detail, fiuish, quality of material and workmi
to ho first-class, proportion'd for a working
boiler pressure of 4" pound# per square inch, and
conformable to the specifications previously priuted
ed by the Department for paddle-wheel steam machinery. There will also be fern is bed the tools, duplicate pieces, instrument*. Ac., required by those* specifications.
The proposal* will state the names of the bidders in
full, and of their sureties; the gross sum. covering all
costs and claims against the government whatever on
account of the machinery, for which they propose to
!m iii-li it in the tun), o mp:-tr and ready for steaming, discriminating between the two cases of erecting
it in the same port and of transporting and erecting
it iu another port; and the time from date of contract
iu which they will guaranty to complete it in the vessel
for sti ainiug, provided the vessel is readv to
receive it tweuty-oue days earlier if the vessel is at
the same port, and one month earlier if at another
port: if not ready, twenty-one days or one month, according to the case, will be allowed for completion

M O N T It 1: A I,

Weekly

should

WANTED!

Proposals for Pu(WI<‘-M he«,l Strain
iUnchinrry for the C. 8. Navy.

passage

New York.
June 23. 1862.

morning, (Sun-

per
Subscriptions
months, 60 ceuts per mouth.
The Maine State Press, large, neatly printed,

less than

applv to
EMERY k FOX, Brown'*’Wharf,
II B. CR031 WELL k CO., No.

that of any

annum.

fast

This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
ami Maine. Passage £6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwardi*d by this line to and from 3Iontrral,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, EastjHirt and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves

Portland.
For freight

communicntlona

about to

for
Paddle-Wheel Steamers," to distinguish them from
other business letters, and will be addressed to the
“Secretary of the Navy."
Proposition# will Ik* received for similar vessels of
iron, or of iron aud wood combined. jullT 2aw2w

follows:

as

requires

The

Leave lirowns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. 31.. and leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. 31

of Maine, will

give their undivithem, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand-

ded

and

&7 mail, fre* si
from 8 AM. to I

the sale of 26 cent packengage
THOSE
ages of Stationery, Maps, Charts,
Portraits,
shonld write
before

reject any or all of the projxreals received under
this advertisement, if iu it# opinion the public inter-

Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney
Crowell, will until farther notice run

and, instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotto

splendid

or

be at the office

Boston.

to

est

estly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;

All

isfactory

Portland and New York Steamers.

those afflicted with eonsavail them**! vs*

or

GREENE, 3i Bromlield Street, Boston.
Nora. Persons wishing to investigate this
method
of practice, or its superior success, will be
fhrniehed
with n pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free bv
addressing it. GKEENE. M. D„ 36 Bromlield Street

The usual conditions of government contracts wiil
be observed, and payments Mill tx* made a* the work
per cent, retained till the satprogresses, and twenty
completion of the contract.
The bids must be accompanied by the guaranty required by law. that if the contract is amarded it will

STEAMBOATS.

Dis-

The office will be open, and competent nenona in
,n
^
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M to 6 |- M

machinery.

dawtf

support.

of

attention/

ready

W. D.

MT’ You

charge”
Greene will
I*J

for which they
will agree to have the vessel
to receive the maaud
launch
for
the
her,
chinery
periods of fourteen,
sixteen, eighteen and twenty weeks, respectively, the
vessel to be fully completed in forty days thereafter,
or in twelve days after the complete erection of the

CJF~Ticket. .old in 1‘ortland at lowest Boston rate,

by

Cancers,

personal
,,lKm ** ,l10

a plain model of the same.
proper,
The proposals must state tlie
price

with

cure

plicated diseases, should immediately
of Dr. Greene »

Toe bidders need only send a drawing, showing the
shape of one half the vessel, hating the requisite displacement. as both ends are alike, and, if they think

Niaoaua Falls.

This road i, rroad ouaof. and U
New and Splendid Sleeping I are.

established for the

»u

upon the

navv.

RAILWAY.

Iami, fict Prtt'l.

directions.

pine,

days

Rev P.

Superintending Phytic inn.

principles of innocent medication, anti re lr discarding the use of Poisonous
Drugs.
Many diseases, such ns Scrolhla, Humors of ths
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and I.nngs,
Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint,
Rheumatism,
f finale
Complaint*, and a great variety of ordinary
Diseases arc successfully treated
by Medicine which
may be sent to any part of the
country with flail

openings

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD*

legal

rights of loyal men, it will neither apologize for an
evil which constitutes the foulest blot upon our
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
an institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Liucoin, and all
other constitutional measure* looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest “inoral, political and social
evil,” will find in the PRESS a generous and hearty

(. BIN DSTt >NES.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p ceut. ad val, per cask of 25

bus: Canary, 10 f> cent.
SEEDS.—Linseed, lfic
Other kind* free*.
SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Meladoand Concentrated Molasses, 2Us 4> Ib; above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refined, fic 4> Id; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.-20c 4> lb.
T(>BACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 26; all other
kinds 80 4* ceut. ad val.
TIN.—111 pigs, free; Plates, 10 D cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 4» cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c 4> tb and under, 5 p cent;
under 24c
tb. 3c; over 24c 4> lb, 9c 4> Ib.
ZINC.—In block* or pig*, lc; in sheets, ljc |> tt>.—
Manufacturers of, 30 t> ceut. ad val.

CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggiu, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
june23dtf

and

TbU Institution
ease.

deck-plauk

8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on .Saturdays, at 8.16 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

Oat. Prei't.

Obexes, M. l>.,

R.

actually engaged

equipments

Farmington.

nor

lbs.

meg*. 25c

IHSflSd*)’* excepted)

STAGE

OFFICE 36 BKOMFIELD ST, BOSTON.
Rev. N.

NAVY DEl’AItTMENT will,
the »>th
day of July, receive proposition* from ship-build-

in the construction of vessels
the construction of the hull of a double-bowed
ide-wheel gunboat, with rudder at each end. protected by the steins; the masts, rigging, sails for fore-mdift schooner rig, and awnings; four boats, with all
heir Hltings and
complete; tanks f.,r
1000 gallons of w ater, with tin* necessary casks, breakThe vessel completed in every re*rs, buckets, kc.
ject with all the fittings for sea service, except ordnance, anchors and cables, furniture, cooking uteniils, instruments, aud stores, which will be furnished
>y the (ioveruent.
The length of the vessel, including both rabbets on
line 7 feet 6 inches above the lower edge of rabbet
>f the keel, to be 238 feet; the extreme breadth 36
leet, and the depth of hold from throat of floor timber to lower side of
12 feet. The displacement to a line 7 feet 8 inches above the lower
edge of
rabbet of bottom plank to be 39,600 cubic feet. The
dze of the principal materials are to be as f ’lows,
Jther parts being in due proportion as in nav al vessels of this class: Keel of white oak, 14
by Bj inches,
irarph fastened with j inch copper bolts; stem of
white oak, sided 10 inches, and properly secured in
for rudder and to keel with
composition
knee; frame of white oak. white chestnut, and hackmctack; timber and room 24. 26 and 28 inches:
floor timber sided 7 to 6 Inches; futtocks 6 to 6
inches; top timber* 6 inches; moulded in throat
13 inches, in bilge 9 inches, at head
5] inches.—
l'iml^er of frame close together,
space between
frames level with throat of floor, filled in with white
pine. Main keelson of white oak, 13 by 18 inches,
fastened with two
copper bolts in each frame of {inch,
ltilge keelson of white oak or vellow pine, fastened
with copper bolts { iuch in dfameter under engine
frame and boilers; the remainder with iron. Breast
hooks of white oak. sided 7} inches. Diagonal braces
in two tiers 31 by j inch amidships aud 3 by 7-16 towards the ends; the upper strap 31 by inch. Bilge
j
drakes of oak or yellow pine, 4J inches thick, 6 strakes
of 9 inches wide on each side. Oiling three inches.
( lamps of w hite oak 4 inches thick, three strakes 12
inches, bolted edgewise. Berth ih>ck beams of white
sided 6$ moulded 5 inches, the four longest
beams to have lodge knees. Berth deck plank white
pine, upper deck beams of vellow pine or white oak,
eided li to 10 inches, moulded 9 inches in the middle
and 8 inches at the end. One hanging knee at each
end of each beam, aud lodge and
lap kness between
the beam*. Hanging knees sided f inches, the remaining knees 6 inches. Waterways and thick strokes
of yellow pine or oak, jogged over beams, and fastened with J inch iron. Deck plank of yellow pine 4
inches, if oak, 3J inches thick. ftpirketting of white
oak. in thickness 3 laches. Gartxmrd strokes of white
oak, 4$ inches thick. Bottom plauk of white oak, 3}
incher thick. Wale* of white oak. 4 inches thick ; in
width, 7J inches; square fastened, the bottom with
three treenails and one composition spike; the garboard strakes with two copper bolta and two treenails; the wales, above the copper fastening, with J
iuch iron bolts and iron spikes; butt bolts in diameter, | inch. Copper fastening to extend up to 8 feet
4 inches above the lower edge of rabbet of keel. The
bottom sheathed with 24 ounce
copper to 7 feet 9 inches above the rabbet of the keel.
The wheels will be
overhung, the guards made as short fore and aft as
practicable, and the wheel-house built in the usual
way. The bulwarks to be of 6-16 plate iron. The
builders of the vessel will make the wood-frame for
the inclined engines,securing it with wood knees aud
to the keelsons, aud will do all the wood work necessary in placing the machinery. The cabin, wardroom. steerage and between decks, the holds, bolts,
steering-wheel, pumps, scuppers, capstans, hammock
rail, caulking, joiners, plumbing, painting, and the
other detail, as far as the contract stipulates to cover,
is to be complied in accordance with the usages of the
rs
or

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

iidoWlHM'l

rllE

1862.

will leave daily, (Sunrssggggn Passenger trains
as follows:

operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to ex-

(•RAIN—Corn and Oat* 10c; Rveanrt Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Rr. Provinces, free.

HIDES & SKINS.—10 4> cent, ad val.
Hops.—10 4> cent.
IRON.— Pig and Scrap, $6; Bar, rolled or hammered, $15; Railroad $12; Boiler $20
ton; Sheet
$25 |» ton.
LEATHER—30 T> cent.
LEAD.—Pig lie 4* lb.
LIME.—10 4> cent, ad val.
MOLASSES.—fic ft gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c. Assorted 3c f> Ib.
NAVAL STOKES.—Turpentine. Rosin, Pitch. Tar,
20 V> cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents 4> gal.
OAKUM—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Neat*foot, Linseed, licmpm'ed and
Rapeseed, 20 per cent: Olive in casks, Palm, Seal, and
Cocoanut 10, Olive Salad 30 per ceut. ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c
per tb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2l-2e 4* lb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow. Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per 100 tbs—Paris White, drv, 35c, iu oil,
$1 85; Whiting 25c
100 tbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and IInms 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c 4> tb.
RICE.—lc 4) Ib
SALT.—111 hulk 12c, aud in bags 18c l> 100 lbs.
STARCH -20 4> ceut.
SOAP.—30 4> ceut.
SPICES.—(linger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 6c.—
Pepper and Pimento, fic.—Clove*, 8c: Cassia, 10c.—
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nut-

April 14th,

Building

BOSTON

<•1111 boats.

ARRANGEMENT.

Commenced

The

CHEESE.—4c p ft.

j Proposals for

the matchless

one

Domestic.
Pelts.
Zinc.
Pigs and slab*.

or

Daily Press is intended to be
enterprising, vigorous' and live Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest and fullest news by mail

with

2 00 @ 2 12]
8
7J a

Rough.

growth

BUMMER

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

will

Linseed.
Canary.
Sugar*
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar. Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, CoflW‘ Crushed.
Sugar. Crushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow*
American refined.

Hemp

BY

and

PROPOSALS.

KEJfXEBEC VNI> PORTLAND R. R.

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Batii Times,

spirit,

5t
14
8

Pepper.

Cotton
Flax

EDITED

in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a disloyal

5*

Mace.
Nutmegs.

*•

37J

none

Ginger,(Africa).

Plates—
Char. I. C.
I. X.
Coke.

6|

KRl’IT.—Lemons, Oranges. Bananas and Plantains 20
cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, and shelled do,
fic per Ib—Nuts and Dates, 2c 4> tb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Pruucs ami Uaisius, 5c |> lb—Citron 9) 4)
ad val.

tv

44

in regard to second
marriage, says that “where a woman has once
married with a congealing heart, and one that
beats responsible to her own, she will never
want to enter the maratime state again.”

**14
«13
(a 15
«11

244

22

44

44

Cg^”Mrs. Partington,

($16

KISII.—Per 100 tb foreign caught; Herring $1:
Mackerel $2; Salmon $.3; and all other nick fed in
brls. $1 50 |> brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 tbs. From
Provinces free.

..

time.”

(ctl4 50

81
9

44

because a fellow holds office under
Uncle Sum lie thinks he is smarter’n all creation ; hut 1 guess they larn’t something that

@14 75
@18 00

12]

44

“S’pose

14 00
12 50
14 W
15 60
14 00
13 00
14 50
11 00

8)5)

Leather.
44

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

The Portland

60

11]gj

heavy.
22$« 24
The countryman thought Uncle Sam mighty
44
25 a;
slaughter.
2*5
American Calf Skins.
63 w
75
particular, so he went and obtained a dollar’s
16 &
worth of coppers.
17
Slaughter Wax leather.
“Now,” said he, on returning to the office, l^ead.
American Pig, V> I'M) lb.
a
7
R
75
00
and laying down his pile on the window of the
7 75 {a 8 00
Foreign
delivery, “I guess I can suit you.”
Sheet and Pipe.
9 00 (a 9 25
The man inside looked at the display of copLumber—From the yard.
Clear Fine—No. 1.$38 00 faOO 00
pers and coolly replied:
No. 2
34 00 «<>0 00
“We never take more than three cents in
No. 3. 24 00 C«O0 00
at
one
time—it is not a legal tender
copper
No. 4. 14 0ft «Oft 00
above that sum.”
Shipping Lumber. 12 00 (a 14 00
The countryman looked at the composed of10 00 a 12 00
Spruce.
Hemlock
8 On a 10 00
ficial for the space of a minute without stirrRox Shooks, (cash).
45 «
60
ing, and then belched out—“Look here,you,—
S extra. 13 00 a 15 00
Clapboards,
ain’t you almighty kind of particular, ior felP
30 00 a 32 00
lows hacked up iu such a jail as this ’ere?—
Shingles, Cedar, extra. 2 50 a 3 00
No. 1.
2 00 tr 2 26
You don’t take only three cents of cop|>er at a
44
extra pine.
2 60 fa 3 75
time, hey? Well then, s’pose you give me
1 15 ,o. l 2o
Laths, Spruce.
three cents worth of stamps, anyhow.”
l’inc.
1 37 a 1 62
Red Oak Staves
The official very politely cut him off a sin2>mm) o35 Oft
Mol. Hlid Shooks & Hoads, city.
2 20 « 2 25
sle stamp, and passed it out, for which the
2 20 M 2 25
Sug. 44
44
countryman laid down three cents. He was
do
1 40 & 1 65
country
about to pass away from the window when the
C ountry Riff Mol. Hlid. Shooks_
1 25 « 1 35
latter cried out—
l>ry Riff.. 1 10 Ktv 1 2*1
20 00
22 00
“Look ’ere, you! That ere's one time. Now
Hoops.
I lack me tack Timber, ^ tun.
8 00 -alO 00
s’pose you give me three cents worth more on
Lime.
’em!”
Lime. Rocklaud, cask.
65 @
70
Uncle Sam’s clerk was not slow to discover I Molasses.
that he had caught a Tartar. He turned hack
Molasses, C'ienfugos.
28 a)
33
to the window, and asked, “How many copMolasses, Cuba clayed.
00 w,
27
44
Molasses,
tart.
0ft faj
25
pers have you got ?”
44
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
28 ,<i.
30
“Well, only about ninety-seven of’em. I had
Molasses, New Orleans.
a hundred when I begun.”
Portland Syrup.hhds
20 bbls22
“Pass them in,” was the gruff reply.
Nail*.
“Pass out your stamps fust, and then I will
Cask.
3 373 50
do it; but I reckon you won’t ketch me
Naval Starr*.
Tar.
10 00 fa 12 00
again.”
Pitch.
6 00 a 7 00
Tlie stamps were passed out, and the copRosin.f.
8 00 <tt 0 00
pers handed over, when the, countryman went
1 90
2 00
gal.
Turpentine
off. saying:

3 00

—

Common.
Refilled Iron.

44

£

£

Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lt».
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.

2]

n

Barley.
Short's 4> ton.
Fine Feed.
Grindstonrs.
Grindstones, Rough, f> tou. 17 00 §20 00
Grindstones, Dressed. 30 00 «36 00

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

@ 8 00

Prod nee*

7 25
4 60

a

Grain.

First

50
50
50

_RAILROADS.

OP THE

8 50

Twine.

Almonds—Jordan $> lb

I

extra do.
Prime.
Hams.
City Smoked Hams.

Starch*
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Soap*
Soap, loathe & Gore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1. .'.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, ( astile.
Soap, Crane’s.
S pice**
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
t.inger, (Race).

Fruit.

Flour,
Flour,
Flour,
Flour,
Flour,

mess.

Seeds*
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Red Top.

8*®

2
2
1
1

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

2)
02
06
00

a KA

l..„A n „nin

Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

Pimento.

02 ®

Fi*h*

Chicago

00 a)
75
25 q,

1 60 @ 1 65
1 50
1 55
5 00 04 6 60

Hard.

4?

®

PROSPECTUS

an

Ground.
ProTinian**

4)®

11 ®

Feathers*
Feathers, Live Geese P W>.
Feathers, Russia.

Red Load.
Plaster*
Per ton Soil.

00
00

1)®

9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Litharge.

2j®

02

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 8.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
12 oz.

I

Ground Butter Salt.

4)

02 ®
If®
4) ®

Dnek.
Duck, Ravens,.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

Hay

0 00 @ 8 75

Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Von. Red.

04
40
25

13 ®

ouercitron Bnrk.
Red Sanders.

Figs,

none

3)4

oil,.

25

6
6)®
5 ®
6
3 ®
4
1 25 ® 1 91
35 ®
46
10)® 12
25 ®
33
1 00 ® 1 60
16 ®
00
1 25 « 1 30
70 ®
75
85 ej
87
1 86 ® 1 90
10 a)
20
12 ®
00

Sapan

like t.hp A tnpfi-

hotels. One is in a free country—so at
least the English traveller is constantly assured—and and yet in an American inn one can
A terrific gong sounds
never do as he likes.
early in the morning, breaking one’s sweet
slumbers: and then a second gong, sounding
some thirty minutes later, makes you understand that you must proceed to breakfast
whether you be dressed or no. You certainly
can go on with your toilet and obtain your
meal after half an hour's delay. Nobody actually scolds you for so doing, but the breakfast is, as they say in this country, “through.’’
You sit down alone, and the attendant stands
immediately over you. Probably there are
two so standing. They till your cup the instant it is empty.
They tender you fresh food
before that which has disappeared from your
plate has been swallowed. They- begrudge
you no amount that you can eat or drink; but
they begrudge you a single moment that you
sit there neither eating nor drinking. This is
your late if you are too late, and therefore, as
In that case you
a rule, you are not late.
form one of a long row of eaters who proceed
through their work with a solid energy that is

9)

®

22

Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood.
Peach
Red

can

irvrm:

0

Hyperuic.
Logwood, Campcachy.
St. Domingo.

MISCELLANEOUS.

00

8 26 @ 8 60
7 00 ® 0 00

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
Sa\ anvilla,.

city

11 i

7 00 ® 0 00
7 00 ® 0 00

Dyewood**
Barwood,.

—[Continental Monthly.

c uvu

16

8j®

Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.....*.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

Would it be worth the having or the giving,
The boon of endless breath?
Ah, for the weariness that comes of living
There is no cure but death!

9

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

One and another, who had been concealing,
The pain of life's long thrall,
Forsook their pleasant places, and came stealing
Outside the city wall.

1 fin lint

17

@
36®

Coffee, Mocha.

listen, hapless soul w hom angels pity,
Craving a boon like this—
Mark how the dwellers in the wondrous city

VPt

5 00
4 00
8 60
40

11

Cordage*

Yet

nniito and

7
6
3

3 00 @ 3 12)
3 00 ® 3 37)
2 75 ® 3 00

lb.

miles.
p
Candles, S|»erni.
Cheeae*
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
Can I—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Fraukliu.
Coffee*
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Mould

< a

To live on, never lonelier or older,
Radiaut in deathless youth!

(vroat

5 60

Candle*.

and colder,

And many years rout'd on, and saw them
With unabated breath,
And other years still found them living,
And gave no hope of death.

6

Bean*.

O, happiest of all earth’s fhvored places 1
O. bliss,.to dwell therein—
To live in the sweet light of loving faces
And fear no graves between !

death-damp, gathering
Disputing life’s warm truth,

Portland Lead, in
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

6J

16 ®
14 ®

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store’.

80

<fo 1 60
1 70
p 1 12

Palm**
'*

Pearl p bbl.
%
6 ®
Ashes, Pot.
Apples*
Apples, Green p bbl. 84 00 %
6 ®
Apples, Sliced p lb.
6 ®
Apples, Cored p lb.
2 ®
Udcored
lb.
Apples,
p
Bread*
4 75 ®
Bread. Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 75 ®
Bread, Ship.
Crackers per bbl.
3 25 ®
35 ®
100.
Crackers, p

any died.

no

Ibr the PttXM to July 23.

Ashes

Disease and pain and death, those turn marauders,
Which mar our world’s fair face,
Never encroached upon the pleasant borders
Of that bright dwelling place.

To feel

Onion* —per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.

Ashen*

In a broad realm, whose beauty passed all measure,
A citv fhir and wide,
Within the dwellers lived in peace and pleasure.
And never any died.

never

corrected

@

75
1 50
1 65
1 05

Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

In A long-vaninhcd age, whose varied story
No record has to-day,
80 long ago expired its grief and glory—
There flourished, far away.

And

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.

MARKETS.

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

&

POP!'.,

Wholeaale xml Retail I Valera in

WII|TE OAK
AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White Pine Timber for Wharves, Bridges and Factories.

Also Southern

Pine Flooring*

on

hand and

worked to order.
92 State Street,

Timber Docks

corner

(uf stairs.)
of E and First Sts.. Boston.

